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NO NEUTRALITY
INANCOLA
The barth of independent Angola on November II saw the
newly-installed MPLA Government headed by President
Aaostinho Neto gravely threatened by attack from both north
and south. From the north the troops of FNLA, reinforced by
Zaire and financed and equipped by the United States, were
reported to be almost within artillery range of Luanda, the
capital. From the soulh a mercenary-led force supported by
South Africa and equipped with armoured vehicles and heli
Copters had captured the towns of Sa da Bandeiro, Mocamedes,
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Benguela and Lobito and, in association with UNITA elements,
had worked its way to within 200 miles of Luanda. The oil-rich
enclave of Cabinda had been invaded by troops from Zaire,
although MPLA was still firmly entrenched there. All the
indications were that a period of intense conOictlay ahead.

Portugal withdrew from Angola refusing to hand over power
to MPLA, claiming that it was not in a position to differentiate
between the three liberation movements laying claim to Angola
- a stand also adopted by President Amin of Uganda in the
name of the Organisation of African Unity. The fact is, however,
that the fight in Angola was not over which of three equally
matched organisations should rule Angola, but whether Angola
would be allowed to become independent at all, or would fall
back into neo-colonialist domination by the imperialist powers
and their local associates.

There was and is only one organisation capable of leading
Angola into true independence, and that is the MPLA. It was
only the MPLA which made any serious contribution to the
liberation struggle in recent years. It was and is only the MPLA
which has had any properly-conceived programme and policy of
transforming Angola from a colony into a free and progressive
state. It has been only the MPLA which has introduced into its
liberated areas any programme of reform, education and
development in line with its long-term aims.

The imperialist powers and their lackey press have claimed
that they were forced to back UNITA and FNLA only to
counteract the 'massive' support given by the Soviet Union to
the 'Marxist' MPLA and to prevent Angola from succumbing to
what they described as little short of Soviet occupation. This
phoney argument is designed to conceal the fact that Angola has
been under imperialist occupation for SOO years, and that its
enormous wealth has been looted by the imperialists during the
whole of this period at the expense of the local population and
Africa as a whole.

In the words of the f'l1lancial Mail: "Strife-torn Angola, with
oil reserves equal to those of Kuwait and total exports that
exceed by far those of either Zaire or Zambia, is a rich prize." 11
is the second richest country in black Africa, second only to
South Africa itself, and its enonnous potential has so far been
only partially realised. Its main exports have been oil (swallowed
up largely by America), coffee and diamonds (South Africa),
iron ore (Portuitllll. The Benguela railway, British owned but
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dosed by the war, was vital for exports from Zamhi~ and
zaire .... and this may explain something of the politkal
st.nce which has been adopted by these two cOllntric~ in
rel.tion to Angola.

South Africa is also heavily entrenched in Angola, and Jl.

economic involvement has been increasing year by year. The! c' ).
• substantial South African investment in diamonds and o:l, .. _
mining. South African exports to Angola, which stood I,
R2 million in 1964, had risen to R44 million last yC;1r 1\ l,

part of the R I00 million already invested in the Cunene hydr"
electric scheme comes from South Africa, which hopes event·
ually to include Angola in its giant electricity grid planned to
cover the whole of southern and central Africa.

While MPLA is consistently labelled 'Marxist' and 'pro-Soviet'
by the capitalist press, no adjectives are attached to either fN LA
or UNITA, which are painted as purely patriotic and nationalist
in their actions and objectives. Yet both UNITA and FNLA are
being used merely as fronts by the imperialist powers (in whose
nnb South Africa is included) to protect their investment and
perPetuate their exploitation of the human and material
resources of Angola. The conquest of Angola by UNITA and
FNLA would change nothing in Angola but the Oag. The people
would remain in chains.

What about Soviet support for MPLA?, scream the imperial
ilts. Wouldn't that turn Angola into a Soviet colony?

Well, why is the Soviet Union backing MPLA - supported by
all the other socialist states, a number of other African states,
and indeed progressive humanity everywhere? The main aim of
lOCialist states is to break the stranglehold of imperialism on
Africa, to help create the conditions in which MPLA could huild
• true people's democracy in the interests of all its people. Over
the decades s.ince the second world war, it has been the reality of
Soviet power which has made it possible for one African country
after another to break the shackles of imperialism and allain
independence. An even more striking example of Soviet dis
interestedness has been Cuba, today very largely dependent
militarily and economically on Soviet aid, but yet completely
independent in the determination of its own policies. Without
the Soviet presence, Cuba would stand in imminent peril of
being swallowed up by American imperialism. Yet who would
dire assert that Fidel Caslro, the liberator, is a Soviet stooge?
Who would claim that Cuba is not building socialism according
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to its own design? The achievements of Cuba under the Cutro
relime have been remarkable by any standards. Yet there are no
Soviet investments in Cuba, and the Soviet Union does not draw
any profit from the exploitation of the labour of the Cuban
people. Soviet aid has made it possible for Cuba to realise its
own potential, as Cutro himself hu acknowledJed on more
than one occuion.

The support of the socialist and procressive African and other
statn for MPLA provides the only auarantu that Angola win be
able to enjoy true independence. On the other hand, a defeat for
MPLA will be a victory for imperialism and the South African
racists who are the real forces which stand to benefit from
a victory by UNITA/FNLA.

The whole world should have risen to condemn the role of
South Africa in the invuion of Angola, yet nothing has been
more significant than the silence of the West in the fact of this
blatant agression by the forces of apartheid. The South African
Government has officially admitted at leut two unlawful entries
into the territory of Angola - once to occupy the Ruacana Falb

hydro.electric scheme, and once alIeaedly in punuit of SWAPO
JUerii1Jas. 13 of whom it claimed to have tilled on AnJolan soll.
Nor can there be any doubt that the so-called 'white' column
mm:hin& on Luanda included South African personnel, plus
South African helicopten and annoured cart. No such invasion
force could have operated without South African connivance
and aid, and In this action South Africa is aided and abetted by
the imperialist powen in whose interests, as wen as her own, she
is engaging in this danaerous exercise.

In these circumstances, we can only express our dismay at the
failure of the Orpnisation of African Unity to act in defence of
African independence apinst South African and imperialist
qgression. And for President Amin to send telegrams of con
cratulation to Britain, the United States and China, while con
demning the role of the Soviet Union, is to aJi&n the OAU with
the very forces who have trained, anned and supplied the FNLA
and UNITA, as wen as the mercenaries, and to leave the aenuine
freedom fllhten in the lurch. President Amin claims to be
'neutral' over Anlola. yet it is clear there is no such thinJ as
neutrality in AnJ;oIa. In fact, Anaola has effectively exposed the
hypocrisy of so-called 'neutrality' or 'non-ali&nment' in inter·
national affairs, as wen as the attempt to equate the two
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"IUper.powers· with imperialism of one brand or another which
is supposed to be equally unacceptable to the third world. You
are either for or against Angolan independence, either for or
apinst MPlA, the only instrument capable of achieving
Angolan independence. To thank Britain, the United States and
(hjna is to thank the forces whose efforts have been devoted to
n:storing the power and influence of imperialism and racism in
touthern Africa.

I! is sad to have to note once again that China's wrong foreign
poliCY has landed her in the imperialist camp. To the long list of
disastrous adventures - Indonesia, the Sudan, Chile. Bangladesh
etc. - must now be added the shameful history of Chinese
backing of the forces opposed to MPlA for no other reason
than that MPlA is receiving aid from the Soviet Union. These
are not accidents or aberrations, but flow from the central
theme of Chinese foreign policy, which is that the antagonism
between China and the Soviet Union is the principal contra
diction frustrating the implementation. of the Maoist policy of
world revolution. China regards what it calls 'Soviet revisionism'
u a greater danger than world imperialism, and is therefore
prepared to enter into alliances with the imperialists in order to
mobilise the maximum possible force against the Soviet Union
and its allies. Pursuing this line, China has even come out in
suppon of Vorster's policy of 'detenle' and 'dialogue' with
Africa. (Rand Daily Mail 10/10/1975)

In this matter we can only echo the words of thl' resolution
passed by the conference of Communist Parties of latin America
and the Caribbean which took place in Havana, Cuha, in June
"1975.

"This conference energetically condemns the foreign policy
of the leadership of the Communist Party of China, which nirts
with Yankee imperialism, defends its pr~ncc in Asia and
Europe, justifies NATO, stimulates West German imperialism
and revanchism, attacks and slanders the USSR with the same
l'iciousness of the worst spokesmen of international reaction,
fosters the aggressive militarism of the world bourgeoisie against
it, promotes the insane policy of cold war against the heroic
Soviet peopk, and in latin America has its most ominous
expression in the shameless connivance with the Chilean military
junta to wl:ich it gives political support over the hlood of
thousands of Communists, Socialists and otjll~r patriuts mur
dered by the brutal repression of the fascist tyranny. The
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Chinese leadership also fosters everywhere Itoups of pseudo.
revolutionaries who, from a false radicalism, divide the Left,
attack the Communist Parties. obstruct prosressive processes
and frequently act as enemy agents within the revolutionary
movement. To confront this policy of treason against unity,
solidarity and the best traditions of the world revolutionary
movement is a dUh for all the Communist Parties of Latin
America."

It is a duty for our Party too, and for all lenuine African
nationalists and patriots throulhout our continent. If imperial
ism were to triumph in Angola with the aid of apartheid South
Africa, China would have to accept its share of the blime and
odium for having trained and supported the murderous bands of
FNLA led by the brother-in-law of Zaire President Mobutu
whose hands are still stained with the blood of the Congo's first
Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba.

Fortunately, there are silflS that more and more African
countries are reaJiJinl that the slogans of non-intervention and
neutrality are as much an aid to the forces of reaction as they
were in relation to Spain during the Spanish civil war. By the
time these words appear in print, it is to be hoped the OAU will
hue taken effective steps to rebuff the forces of South Africa
and the imperialists, and mobilised all its resources to strenlthen
the cause of true independence and liberation in Angola and all
southern Africa_

In this connection we draw attention to the fine statement
issued by Oliver Tambo, Acting President of the Arrican
National Congress, warning that "the recent invasion of Anlola
by South African troops is the most dangerous crisis faced by
Afric. since the U.S. intervention in the Congo (Lcopoldville)
.nd later the inv.sion of Guinea by fascist Portugal".

Pointinl out that "South Africa is today the centre of the
counter-revolution apinst Africa", and th.t "imperialist desillls
to obstruct the struwe for liberation in Anlola and the rest of
Southern Afric. will converge on Pretoria to take advantage of
the economic and military strenlth of the Vonter fascist
relime". the statement concluded: "The ANC calls on the OAU,
the African masses, and the progressive and peace-lovinl peoples
of the world to demand the immediate and unconditional with
drawal of all South Afric.n fascist troops and neo<olonialist
internntionists from Anaola_ We further appeal for all political
iUld material support for the people of Angola, led by the
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MPLA, in their heroic struggle against foreign aggression."

SACP CENTRAL COMMITTEE MEETING

Meeting towards the end of 1975, the Central Committee of the
South African Communist Party adopted a resolution pledging
support for MPLA in the struggle for a free and independent
Anlola, and towards independence day on November II the
national chainnan of the SACP, Dr Yusuf Dadoo, cabled Pre
sident Agostinho Neto:

"The Central Committee of the South African Communist
Party greets with unbounded joy Angola's independence under
the banner of MPLA born in the fire of struggle first against
Portuguese colonialism and now against imperialism and local
reaction. A true people's Angola is feared by imperialiSm and
especially by its main bastion on our continent, racist South
Africa. That is why imperialism continues its attempts to
destroy your revolutionary gains. We have the utmost con
fidence in your final victory and we pledge full solidarity in the
struggle ahead. Your victory is our victory and the victory of aU
Africa. .

"Death to imperialism and all its henchmen! Long live
People's Angola under the leadership of MPLA! Heartiest con
gratulations and wannest fraternal sreetings."

The Central Committee-members devoted long discussion to
the situation in southern Africa, and adoptel.l important resolu
tions outlining the tasks confronting the revolutionary forces.
The main resolutions and discussion documents are printed in
this issue of our journal.

SOUTH AFRICA BELONGS TO ALL ITS PEOPLE

The Government's Bantustan policy presupposes that each
separate African 'nation. state' which will be created under it
will have an existence somehow separate from that of 'white'
South Africa itself. But all the recent economic indicators point
the other way.
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The latest figuJles, issued by the Department of Statistics in
Pretoria last September, show Ihat the number of Africans in
the six major labour categoric:s in South Africa has increased
over the last ten years at six times the rate of the white labour
increase. In April 1975 the total number of people employed in
the manufacturing, construction and electrical industries, in
mining, the Post Office and on the South African Railways was
2,740,442, of whom 1,75 J,778 were African and 589,070 white
(the remainder were Coloureds and Asians).

Ten years previously, in April 1975, the lotal employed
numbered 1,987,513, of whom 1,104,942 were Africans and
482,971 whites. The work force is getting blacker and blacker.

The largest number of Africans is employed in the manu
facturing industry - 1,049, J00, as against 294,400 whites. This
is a ratio of about six Africans to every white. Approximately
the same ratio applies to the construction industry. There is
a higher ralio of black to white on the mines, but the picture
here is distorted by the very high proportion of 'foreign'
Africans among the work force.

The Government is trying to reduce its dependence on
'foreign' labour, but inevitably this increases the dependence of
the South African economy on the labour resources of the
Bantustans. Many years ago, the then Prime Minister Verwoerd
gave the year 1978 as the date when the flow of black labour
from the reserves to the 'white' areas would begin to reverse as
his apartheid and separate development policy began to bite.

But in a paper read to the Economic Society of South Africa
in Johannesburg last September, Mrs Jill Nattrass, of Natal
University's Department of Economics, showed that it was
precisely the policy of separate development which was
entrenching migratory labour as a way of life in South Africa.

"The situation has grown steadily worse as South Africa has
developed", she said. In the 34 years between the censuses of
1934 and 1970 the number of migratory labourers grew at an
average compound rate of 3.1 per cent a year. In the period
1946·70 the proportion of migratory workers rose at a faster
rate than the total number of economically active Africans. By
1970, one in three African workers in South Africa was
a migrant, and she estimated the total of African migratory
workers at between 1.75 and 2 million. Male African migrants
constituted 59 per cent of the lotal of economically active
African men in the 'white' areas.
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Migratory labour is at the root of South Africa's cheap labour
system which guarantees investors such huge returns on their
capital. Employers are relieved of the responsibility of providing
proper housing and other social facilities for the workers and
their families - because of course the families have to be left
behind. The employers are also relieved of the costs of urban
transport levies, because most migrants are housed in com
pounds near to their workplaces. And. finally, the employers
justify the low wages they pay by claiming that the migrants
supplement their cash., incomes with the subsistence income they
receive in the reserves. From the government's point of view, the
most important feature of migratory labour is that it prevents
the development of ~ permanent urban proletariat and the
functioning of trade unions and political orpnisations which
would fight for the migrants' interests - improved wages and
working conditions, the vote etc.

But the greater the spread of migratory labour, the more the
capacity of the Bantustans to exist as independent states is
eroded. Mrs Nattrass states that for every five men working in
the rural areas in the Bantustans, there are six away from home
working as migrants. (In a pass law case in Cape Town in
October, Dr Francis Wilson, head of the research division of the
department of economics at the University of Cape Town, told
the court: "Six out of every seven men earning money in the
homelands work outside the homelands. Growth rate in the
homelands is just not enough for the population growth."
- Sunday Times, October 12, 1975.)

Nor are the men who migrate only able-bodied; they are also
among the best educated. The money spent by the Bantustan
'governments' on education benefits the 'white' economy more
than their own. Using official statistics, Mrs Nattrass shows that
of every 14 African children completing primary school plus
two additional years of education, half are at school in the
'white' areas and half in the Bantustans. Of the latter seven, one
continues his education, three look for jobs in the Bantustans,
and three migrate to the 'white' areas. At the level of primary
school plus four years of education, the rate of migration from
the Bantustans reaches 90 per cent.

In an interview with the Financial Mail (September 19),
Mrs Nattrus said: "I get incensed when people talk of develop
ing the homelands but ianore migratory labour. Of KwaZulu
men, for example. 28 per cent are employed in subsistence
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agriculture; 21 per cent have non-agricultural jobs there or
commute daily to jobs in nearhy 'white' areas; while 51 per cent
are migrants".

In 1970, she said, mignnts from KwaZulu earned R139 mill
ion. About 81 per cent of this was spent in the 'while' areas, but
the 19 per cent (R27 million) that was sent back home repre
sented a huge slice of KwaZulu's income - for every Rl
generated in Ihe subsistence sector of KwaZulu. Zulu migrants
sent home 93 cents.

The drain on migrant labour is not only in numbers but also
in health, social and physical. Migratory labour breaks up
African family life, separates husbands from wives, parents from
children. II leads to the spread of disease - the average working
life of a migrant in the modern sector of the economy is only 19
years. The result is that the subsistence sector i~ producing pro
portionately less and less. Between 1960 and 1970 the average
output per worker in KwaZulu's subsistence sector tJeclinetJ
from R56 to R51. It was only the increased remittances from
migrants (up from R42 10 R84 per migrant in the same period)
that helped to compensate for the decline in the KwaZulu
production.

The picture in KwaZulu can be duplicated in all the other
Bantustans, and the overall conclusion is that so long as
migratory labour continues, the Bantustans can only become
more and more dependent on it and on their connection with
'while' South Africa. Many of the Bantustan leaders have
recenlly been talking of securing foreign investment to promote
industrial development in their reserves, but Ihis whole concept
is based on an illusion. First of all, foreign investment does nOI
lead 10 greater economic independence, nor even to increased
living standards for the local population, as studies in Swaziland,
MalaWi, Ihe Ivory Coast and other African countries in the grip
of neo-<:olonialism have demonstrated.

Secondly, no amount of foreign investment can break the
links y,ohich bind the Bantustans to South Africa. Even the
manager of the Bantu Investment Corporation, Dr J. Adendorff,
whose job it is to raise funds for investment in the Bantustans,
admitted in a speech in Durban last September that "the South
African economic market would remain a single entity, despite
separate development". (Stur September 16, 1975.) Dr Aden
dorff claimed that the Bantu Investment Corporation had pro
duced investment in the Bantustans of more than R200 million
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in the last IS years, leading to the creation of about 40,000 jobs.
Just how inadequate this is may be judged by the fact that
between 30,000 and 40,000 Africans enter the labour market in
the Bantustans each year. For the majority of them there is no
alternative but to join the huge pool of unemployed waiting for
the chance to secure employment as a migratory labour in
'white' South Africa at sub-standard wages.

For its part, the Nationalist Government of South Africa has
neither the will nor the capacity to abolish the migratory labour
system. As' has already been pointed out, the only basis on
which the Ban:ustans can exist is the consolidation and ex
tension of the migratory labour system. That is why no amount
of tinkering with the way in which the migratory labour system
is administered can 'improve' it. Migratory labour is the corner
stone of the whole apartheid edifice, and must be totally
destroyed, together with' the system it supports. The African
workers of South Africa have never been and will never be
foreigners in the land of their birth. The Bantustan scheme, for
which they never asked but which has been foisted on them, is
merely a wicked device to steal from the Africans the wealth
they have created with their sweat and blood, to deprive them
of their inheritance. The only answer is to reassert, in the words
of the Freedom Charter, that "South Africa belongs to all whn
live in it, black and white .... that our people have been robbed
of their birthright to land, liberty and peace by a form of
government founded on injustice and inequality; and that our
country will never be prosperous or free until all our people live
in brotherhood, enjoying equal rights and opportunities."

South Africa is ours - all of it - and nobody is going to take
it away from us.

HOW INDEPENDENT THE TRANSKEI?

The Chief MInister of the Transkei, the hated Matanzima, has
announced that the Transkei is to become completely inde.
pendent from South Africa on October 26, 1976, and that he

would thereafter apply for membership of both the Organisation
of African Unity and the United Nations.
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Let us be quite clear about what Matanzima is doing. In
return for 'independence' in the Transkei, he is ceding for ever
the claim of the Transkeians to the rest of the country - the
richest country in Africa, which has been built up by the sweat
and blood of Africans who constitute - and will continue to
constitute - the vast bulk of the labour force. Cape Town, Port
Elizabeth, East London and other great cities of the Cape, not
to mention the rest of the country - what would they be
without the contribution of the Xhosa-speaking peoples of the
Transkei and Ciskei? Who built the railways and roads which
joined these centres together, and carried the goods between the
inland centres and the ports? Who built and work in the fact
ories, mines and fanns which produce the wealth of the so-called
'white' South Africa? It is enou~ to make any genuine patriot
shake with rage that Matanzima is prepared to give away his
people's birthright in the name of what he is pleased to call
'freedom' and 'independence', This man who bOlSts that he has
obtained freedom for his people by peaceful negotiation, and
contrasts his achievement with the 'chaos' of Angola - this man
is nothing but a traitor and a sell-out, who is prepared to give his
people into serfdom as migratory labourers in South Africa so
that he and a handful of his minions can talk nonsense in the
Umtata Legislative Assembly, drive around in big motor cars and
live in grand houses, and hand out the perks and licences to one
another to open stores and run bus companies and garages so
that they, too, in the small way allowed them by thejr white
masters, can share in the exploitation of their people.

This Matanzima is a little man quite without national pride,
totally unfit to rule the proud Xhosa people. On October 1st,
1975, his Transkeian Government symbolically took over con
trol of the police force operating in his territory - but one
South African special branch man still remains in Umtata to see
that nothing goes wrong. Matanzima has already appointed five
'ambassadors' to represent his government in Pretoria, Washina·
ton, Bonn, London and Paris. But where were his ambassadors
trained? In Pretoria, by the South African Government. And
what happened to one of his ambassadors, Professor M. Njisane,
when he entered the lounge of the Savoy Hotel in Umtata in
September, after his appointment had been announced? He was
summarily ejected, despite the fact that the manager had been
infonned who he was. "It doesn't matter who he is", the
manager replied, No blacks could come onto the lounge until
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next year, after independence. And where is Professor Njisane to
make his representations on behalf of his independent Transkei
JOVernment? Why, in Pretoria, where no doubt he wiD be
thrown out of other hotels until he learns to carry a sign round
his neck readina 'Foreign Native' so that he can be accorded the
Ilatus of an honorary white.

In addition to his white-trained police force, Matanuma is
also to have a white-trained anny to maintain 'law and order' in
his dominion. Since his aimy is only a battalion strong, it is
ridiculous to think that it will be capable of enpging in battle
the South African army or any other invader for that matter. In
fact, Matanzima has already made clear that he needs an anny
to deal ,with 'terrorists', and has assured the Vorster Government

that it can rely on his fuD support in the ftght against 'terrorism'
and 'international communism', Just imagine, Matanzima, in the
name of his Transkei 'freedom', is ready to go into battle side hy
side with Vonter against the real freedom fighters who are
preparing to wage an all-out stNggle for the recovery of their
country from the hands of the white racists who have stolen it

_over the centuries. And these freedom fighters, Matanzima
should remember, are supported by both the OAU and the UN,
who under the circumstances are hardly likely to welcome
Watanzima with open anns as the representative of a free state.

Which brings us to the question: who put Matanzima where
he is? Who gave him the right to speak for the people of the
Transkei? He came to power under the provisions of an un
democratic constitution foisted on the territory by the South
African Government. The people of the Transkei never asked for
separate development, and to this day the Transkei Legislative
Assembly is dominated by a majority of Government-appointed

and Government-paid chiefs. Ever since the 1960 Pondoland
rebellion, Matanzima has Nled with the assistance of the
notorious Proclamation 400 which gives him the power to
detain people without trial, banish them and bum down their
homes, ban public meetings and in other ways terrorise the
opposition. Year by year this Proclamation has been renewed by
the South African Government at Matanzima's request, since it
has been quite clear that without terror Matanzima could not
maintain himself in power. Matanzima has said he will repeal
some of the provisions of Proclamation 400 'after independence,
but has also made it clear he will not tolerate terrorists, com-
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munists, trade unionists or other potential trouble makers. Nor
would the South African Government pennit him to do so.

What, some may ask, could South Africa do to force
a reluctant Transkei Government to do its biddina? The an,wer
is that after independence, the Transkej', administration and
economy will still be in the hands of the South African Govern
ment. Even today, in all Transkei Government Departments but
one, behind every African minister sits a white secretary who
pulls all the strings. The Star a,ked on October 3, 1975: "How
independent can the Transkei be when it is and will be for yean
heavily dependent on South Africa fmancia!ly? MOlt of the
Transkei', budget this yeu of over RIOO million come, from the
South African Government." On the very day that WatanJ.ima
announced the date of independence, the Transkci Government
asked the South African Government for an extra RI4 million
to tide· the country over until the end of the financial year.
Matanzima said the money was needed "for public works
related, in the main, to independence next year." Public works'!
What, more prisons'! The Transkei cannot even feed itself 
90 per cent of it food supply is imported. (Ra"d Daily Mtlil
22/10/1975.)

Matanzima can't even orpnise his independence celebrations
by himself. He hu already appointed a committee to orpniae

.the festivities on the IJut day. And who are they'! "Ten senior
Transkei Government officials and seconded official, of the
Departments of Bantu Administration Ind Development, Foreip
Affairs and the Xhosa Development Corporation." (Rand DtlUy
Mail, September 27, 1975.) Many of these, if not mOlt, are of
course white officials of the South African Government. Clearly,
Vonter is leavinJ; no ,tone untumed to demonstrate jwt how
independent Mltanzima really is.

IS THE NATIONALIST GOVERNMENT

DISCRIMINATORY?

Nationalist Party leaders, including Cabinet Ministen and South
Africa', Amh:lwdor to the United Nations, Mr 'Pik' BOthl, have
been claimina latealy that they are prepared to dismantle di.-
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crimination based solely on colour. They point to certain
developments as proof of their sincerity: the removal of race
Jigns in some public places in South Africa and Namihia; the
admission of blacks to public libraries from which they have
previously been excluded; the abolition of the colour bar at the
Nico Malan theatre in Cape Town, mixed sporling events at what
ill cllied the 'national' level etc.

Some of these concessions are pure window-dressing to
deceive public opinion at home and abroad - practically all of
the sports developments faU into this category. But even where
the removal of the colour bar is genuine - for example, the
admission of blacks to the Johannesburg public library from
which they were previously excluded - the impact on South
Africa's race structure is marginal. For the million or so Africans
living in Soweto, for example, the right to enter and use the
Johannesburg public library 20 miles away is purely theoretical.
For the vast mlijority of blacks in South Africa, the reality of
racist oppression has not changed one whit.

In an interview published in the Rand Daily Mail on October
ht, 1915, the Minister of the Interior and Information,
Dr Connie Mulder, often tipped as a likely successor to Vorster,
WlS asked by reporter Patrick Laurence: "Where does South
Africa stand on race discrimination?" Mulder's answer was
instructive:

"It is a difficult question. It goes into the details of our whole
policy. Moving away from discrimination, as we have stated, is
our policy. but it does not mean we are prepared to sacrifice our
identity or expect any other nation to sacrifice their identity. IC
anybody expects that. they are expecting too much and have
misjudged what we have in mind."

Mulder then listed the four foundations of Nationalist Party
policy: maintenance of national identity; refusal to share power
in white political institutions but a simultaneous creation of
sePJrate institutions for blacks; law and order; and moving away
from discrimination based purely on colour.

Laurence then asked: "But is refusal to share power in white
controlled South Africa not discriminatory against blacks living
in that area?"

Mulder: "Is it discrimination solely on the basis of colour if
I refuse, as a white, to have other people in the white parliament
if at the same tUne I create opportunities for other people in
their own parliaments? Even if it is discriminatory, it is also
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discriminatory against the white man who will have no authority
in the Transkei."

This is a prize specimen of Nationalist casuistry and hypo
crisy. Like a lawyer, Mulder flatly denies discrimination, but in
case the ruling goes against him, files an alternative plea of
justification because the other fellow also practises discrimina
tion - an argument which conveniently ignores the fact that
whatever discrimination exists in the Transkei was imposed on
the territory by the white government of South Africa. In any
case, two wrongs do not make a right.

Another specimen of Nationali~t 'decolonisation' - the
abolition of the Masters and Servants Act - also deserves closer
inspection. On the surface it seems to be a progressive measure,
abolishing the feudal servitude of the employee to his master.
But a study of the issue by Colin Bundy in the May-June 1975
issue of the South African Labour Bulletin shows that the
Nationalist Government was merely giving away something
which had lost its value and was of no further use to them.

Bundy writes: "Viewed historically in the context of class
relations between (predominantly white) employers and (pre.
dominantly black) employees, certain obvious features of the
legislation's past strike one immediately. The first is that the
laws were originally enacted when the overwhelming number of
employers were farmers; se.::ondly, that they have remained most
relevant and most frequently applied in agricultural labour
relations. In the wider social context, the Masters and Servants
legislation was conspicuously clumsy and ineffective, and came
to be replaced by other more specific, more complex measures
to control the labour force. Finally, that by the time of their
repeal, the laws were of very slight overall significance in
disciplining black labourers in South Africa ..."

Prosecutions under the Masters and Servants laws showed
a gradual, steady decline in the Iwentieth century: in 1928
there were 43,000 prosecutions; in 1955,28,500 prosecutions;
in 1968 only 23,000, while for the year ended June 30, 1973,
there were 16,477 cases in terms of Masters and Servants laws
and the Bantu labour Registration Act. By contrast, prosecu
tions under the pass laws increased enormously. In 1928 there
were 44,000 pass law prosecutions and 10,000 for trespass. In
1960 the lotals had risen to 670,000 and 166,000 respectively.

The Nationalist Government has passed a barrage of laws for
controlling, directing and disciplining the black labour force far
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more effectively than was possible under the Masters and
servants laws. "It will be readily appreciated how cumbersome
are the workings of the Masters and Servants laws - with the
need for the employer to be involved in a court case for each
offender - compared with the sweeping bureaucratic vigilance
and ubiquity. And how irrelevant and blunt a penalty is a few
months imprisonment when compared with the abilities of
Bantu Affairs officials to correlate, canalise, and centralise the
'labour units' - to dictate, that is, the lives of the workers
involved in a migrant system that takes on more and more of
the characteristics of bureaucratically ordered forced labour:'

Even then, the abolition of the Masters and Servants Act by
the Nationalist Government was not so much a measure of its
enlightenment as its opportunism. Dock workers and miners in
Mobile, Alabama, refused to discharge South African coal from
a ship, citing a clause in the 1930 tariff that prohibited importa
tions into the United States of goods produced under forced
labour. Bundy writes: "The repeal of the penal provisions of the
Masters and Servants code seems to have removed the grounds
for the court action pressed for by the United Mineworkers
Union in Alabama to prevent the importing of South African
coal. GracefuUy enough, the South African Government
announced its intention to repeal the laws that had attracted
such pointed critical attention. It could conduct the repeal with
something of a flourish secure in the knowledge that even the
(politically so influential) 'small and backward' agricultural
employers were sufficiently equipped with other means to
acquiesce in the employers' consenSl's 11'::11 Ihe Masters and
servants legislation was not only anachronistic but also obso
lete".
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DEFEAT VORSTER
&HIS
COLLABORATORS

The recent full plenary session of the Central Committee
of the South African Communbt 'arty considered I

number of report, deallna with the new denlopmentl in
the internal and international silu.lionl. AmoRpt the
reports discUSlied and adopted WIS the followinll blck
around analysis of the political situation confrontlnilihe
liberation movement.

I. In the past few years, the objective situation has become
progressively less favourable for the survival of white supremacy
in South Africa. Amongst the most important reasons for this
are the (ollowing:

(a) The collapse of Portuguese colonialism and, in particular,
the victory in Mozambique. These events have created new
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political and physical conditions for the pursuit 01 our
struule. Reaction has been deprived of an important ally .
Caetano - with a NATO·backed army of over 100,000
troops operational in Southern Africa and, at all times, ready
to co-ordinate its activities with the Vorster and Smith
military forces. The liberation movements in South Africa
and Zimbabwe have gained a friendly border of considerable
length.

Apart from the creation of a new geography of struggle in
Southern Africa, the events have also had a psychological
impact of great importance. They have helped to undermine
one of the great obstacles to real confrontation - a belief in
the invincibility of the white forces of reaction.
(b) The South African economy is going through one of its
most sev~re crises, caused by the unending economic
recession in the capitalist world and aggravated, at certain
levels, by those aspects of traditional apartheid which act as
an obstacle to economic expansion. Innation in South Africa
has reached a scale which is amongst the highest in the world.
In particular the gap between white and black incomes grows
wider and wider despite some of the much-publicised wage
conceasions.
(c) The international community has stepped up pressure on
the question of Namibia, and this is' being backed by in
creased activity by the forces of SWAPO.
(d) The Smith regime~1 capacity to contain the mounting
pressures against it has weakened considerably as a result of
the objective changes in the Soufhem African situation, and
in particular, as a result of the events in Mozambique. The
prospect of majority rule in Zimbabwe within the fore
leeable future, has undoubtedly improved. A break-through
in Zimbabwe will have significance beyond its borders,
removing the last important slice of the cordon unitaire
which cushioned the white south from the liberation forces
and independent Africa.

(e) Industrial and political action within the country,
especially amonast the workers and youth, has been on the
increase and there is also evidence of • search by the people
for more effective ways to defend themselves and to begin
striking back at the system.
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2. The ruling class in South Africa has taken measures along
a broad front to defend itself against the existing and potential
threat to its suO'ival, created by the changes referred to. These
measures are designed to cope with, divert and absorb the
demand for radical change. both inside and outside the country.
which has been given new stimulus by the factors previously
mentioned. Internally the regime has encouraged and tolerated
actions and reforms which fall into a number of different
categories. Amongst these are;

(a) Minimal wage increases in response to the growing and
generalised strike movement which threatened to create
industrial and economic chaos throughout the country. These
actions also placed on the agenda the right to strike and the
right to free and independent trade union organisation. The
government has responded by changes in the law which pre
tend to give Africans the right to strike. There is also
a noticeable search by the government, some employers and
sections of the white trade union movement for an acceptable
substitute for real independent black trade unions.
(b) Refonns in the area of so-<:alled 'petty apartheid'. As the
name implies, this is an area of petty discrimination whose
maintenance is not indispensable to the continuation of
white supremacy. In fact, the disappearance of apartheid of
the park-bench variety, hailed in some quarters as evidence of
fundamental advance, is used as a rationalisation for leaving
'intact those aspects of racism which really count.
(c) Actions designed to side-track the internal demand for
majority rule over the whole of South Africa. For the African
people the Bantustan programme is being pursued with
a renewed vigour and the first $().Called independent Bantu
stan will raise its flag in the Transkei by October next year.
For the Coloured people the compromise offered so far is the
ill-fated Coloured Representative Council, with a distinct
possibility soon of some second-level representation of the
Coloured people in the white state apparat\ls. For the Indian
community activity is being stepped up to gain acceptance
for the South African Indian Council. In the case of the
Africans. part of the purpose behind these schemes is to
break their unity and to create permanent and irreversible
divisions along tribal lines. In the case of the black com-
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munity as a whole, it is hoped to divide and weaken them by
the old technique of differential treatment.

All the refonns, whilst imposed from the top, depend for
their success on the collaboration of a class within the black
community with a vested interest in the perpetuation of
white supremacy in its new guise. The regime hopes to win
the Cl>Operation of the existing black middle class and, in the
case of the Indian community, of a small but wealthy
bourgeoisie. It is also beginning to encourllle the creation
and growth of social groups, within the limits of the apart
heid scheme, who will benefit economically at the expense of
the mass; groups which will be hostile to radical solutions. II
also hopes to break down the hostility of the overwhelming
majority of the oppressed people to Ihese fraudulenl
schemes.
(d) Refonns necessitated by purely economic factors such as
the shortage of skilled labour and the need to adjust some of
the traditional demarcation lines between white and black
labour particularly in the area of skilled and semi-skilled
operations. The uncertainty of the future flow of foreign
migrant labour for the mines (and the growing political
menace to South Africa of a regular large influx of black
workers from areas of. radical political fennenl like Mozam·
bique) must lead to a greater reliance on local labour. There
is already evidence that to attract such labour the mining
industry will be forced more and more to produce changes in
the direction of a more permanent and stable local work
force.

l. Externally the racist state is pursuing a multiple policy
desilned (i) to de-escalate the mood of world and African
hostility towards it, (ill to discourage moral and material support
for the aims of the liberation front, and especially to prevent
base facilities from being prOVided to it by strategically placed
neighbouring stales, and (iii) to create much needed outlets for
capital investment and the marketing of its goods in the African
conlinent.

In pursuit of this policy it is, of course, relying in the first
place on the build-up of its military apparatus, not only as
a weapon against the liberation movement but also to dis
courllle, through the threat of retaliation, any direct or indirect
aid (from African states) to insurgent forces. In addition its
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external response to the new situation incorporates some other
manoeuvres:

(a) It is wing the economic weapon. This takes the form of
offen of 'aid', trade and investment in under-developed areas
in Africa. South Africa has a relatively larae reserve of
economic resources to devote to this purpose. In the interests
of its future expansionism, it can afford, in the initial period,
to give the appearance of being 'disinterested' and of under
taking such projects for the mutual benefit of both parties.

(b) South Africa projects itself as the champion of 'peaceful
cOoexistence' and 'non-interference in the internal affairs of
other ,tates'. Consiste.nt with this posture it hu reacted in
a sophisticated way to the changes that have occurred in
areas like Mozambique. It has also for the time being with
drawn itl troopi from Zimbabwe. But its recent intervention

"in Angola proves that it will continue to act as a direct
agrenor when the situation suits it.
(c) South Africa is stepping up its diplomatic offensive
aimed at breaking down its isolation, particularly from the
reat of Africa. The well-known 'detente' exercile forml part
of this offensive and has already led to an increase in the
number of top level exchanges of visits and ap-eements
between certain African states and the Vonter regime. All
thiJ II coupled with an intense public relation, campaian to
miIlead Africa and the world on the real meaninJ; of the
Bantustan proaramme and the internal reforma, and to
'Nbstantiate' its claim that it is moving toward, decolonisa
tion, and recoptises the national rights of the black m~ority.

The world tours by the heads of the Bantustan administra
tiona Ire partly desiped to gain acceptance for this diJ.
tortion.
(d) South Africa realises that the conelation of local and
world force, makes it impossible for the Smith regime (in it,
pretent form) to continue to surVive for much longer. It is,
however, anxiow to ensure that the chlnge which is comil1l
II: II.,t damaging to the more fundamental interests of South
Africa', white ruling class. This is why Vonter is playinJ; the
'honest broker'. In addition, any settlement which miaht
emerae from the initiatives in which Vorster is involved will
be uaed to 'prove' that mOn! can be achieved by dialoaue



than by confrontation and, thus, to reinforce the collabora
tionist lobby in Africa.
(e) Above all, the South African ruling class is going aU out
to create a special relationship between it and sOme inde
pendent states in Africa. Some countries are goinl throulh
a most serious internal economic crisis as a result of a
dependence on the world capitalist market and a continuing
legacy of colonial and neo-colonial underdevelopment. The
apparent short-term advantages of a 'normal' trade relation
ship with the racist reJime will continue to be exploited as
an anti-liberation weapon by reaction both inside and outside
South Africa.

4. It is not difficult to demonstrate that the responsea of the
white relime to the new situation are all desiped to ensure the
survival of its supremacy in the chanled conditions. But it would
nevertheless be unwise to dismiss the advances made (however
limited thw far) in the relime's detente manoeuvres. It would
also be wrona to assume that the rulinl class is incapable of
winnin& and extending collaboration for some of its policies
from small groups amongst the black m~ority.

The launching of a more effective ideological campaip both
inside and outside the country to expose the tNe motivatioRl
behind the 'reforms' and the 'sweet talk' is only part ·of the
IAswer. We must also recolJlise that it is, at rock bottom,
a battle of interests and not just ideas. It is a battle in which
ideolOl)' and public relations activity express, and play on. real
and vital economic interests of social classes and groups both
inlide and outside the country. It is such interests which often
inhibit national pride and win black Itoups to collaborate in the
oppression of their brothen or to make no real effort to help
end it. It is important that we undentand and identify these
force. in order to elaborate a correct strategy of struUle.

South Africa is an important part of the world Ifstem of
imperialism. Despite its condemnatory rhetoric, the imperialist
West: hu always acted as the external mainstay of apartheid in
the military sphere, at the United Nations and, lately, allO
throulh the neo-colonial pressures it manaJes to wield in parts
of independent Africa. BUT, FOR THt!: SURVIVAL OF
APARlHEID. THIS KINO OF COLLABORATION IS NO
LONGER ENOUGH. THE NEW SITUATION WE HAVE
DESCRIBED MAKES IT IMPERATIVE THAT THE RACIST
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REGIME WINS BLACK COLLABORATION (INTERNALLY
!\ND IN THE CONTINENT) FOR ITS OPPRESSIVE POLl
:::IES. WITHOUT SUCH COLLABORATION ITS VERY SUR
VIVAL IS AT RISK.

Let us briefly examine the social and class basis of the
internal group amongst whom Vorster hopes to find his
collaborators.

(a) In contrast to its traditional approach the regime is now
deliberately encouraging the emergence of a black business
community under controlled conditions. In partnership with
the existing banking giants, the first bank has been launched
in which Africans hold the majority of shares. The bank's
president, Mr. Motsuenyane, excitecHy announced that this is
the "first example of white leadership with black control"
and "carries the hopes of the black people". In the white
areas, a number of trading restrictions have been eased in
cases where the black businessman serves the black com
munity. Already the NationaJ African Federated Chambers of

. Commerce (NAFCO) is suggesting that the growth of a black
bourgeoisie can be most effective in the politicaJ struggle to
ensure an orderly path towards equality with the white
minority. This is an echo of the 'black-power-througb
business' group in the U.S.A. which exploited their people's
militant sentiments in order to enrich themselves and event
uaJly to join the white economic establishment.
(b) In the Bantustans the government is encouraging the
growth of a significant group of petty capitaJists and, in some
areas, fannin. entrepreneurs. The Bantu Investment Corpora
tion has been erecting hundreds of business buildings for
leasing to African businessmen in the Bantustans. It is aJso
providing loan facilities to African businessmen for com
merciaJ enterprises and for service, and other, industries. In
a continent where even the most riaht-wing black leaders are
forced to pretend that they are pursuing an anti~apitalist

development policy, the leaders of South Africa's Bantustans
openly extol the virtues of free enterprise, promise South
African and foreign investors that they will enjoy 'problem
free labour', that no free trade unionism will be aJlowed and
that there will be no nationalisation.
(c) There is evidence too of a new emphasis in the govern
ment's approach to the Indian upper-middle c1lSa and com-
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mercial bourgeoisie. In collaboration with white capital, an
Indian bank has been established. The indiscriminate govern
ment campaigns of the '50s and '60s to segregate the Indian
community and, more particularly, to remove its upper
trading class as a competitive threat to white interests, have
either achieved their target or been slowed down in the
interests of gaining the collaboration of the Indian upper
crust. The Indian middle class (including its professional
section) benefitted substantially from the economic 'boom'
conditions of the late '60s and early '70s. Some of them are
easy prey to the government's cynical exploitation of events

-like the Ugand.. action against its Asian community. The
purpose of this is to instil fear of African majority rule and
a belief - especially amongst traders - that they are better
off under the white state.

S. It is from within the above groups that the regime hopes to
broaden its collaborationist base amongst the oppressed and, for
this reason, it is likely that the process of encouraging its growth
will continue. The machinery of routine administration, includ
ing access to auth'ority, will more and more be channelled
through the communal and tribal insritutions, creating a day-to
day dependency on them by the mass of the people.

Racial barriers against the 'natural' expansion of this group
into the' effective levels of economic power (monopolised by the
white bourgeoisie) will, of course, continue to trigger off in its
ranks, 'national' feelings and antagonism to the white state. But,
equally, sections of the emerging black middle class are anta
gonistic to the more radical aims of our liberation movement
which has increasingly recognised the fundamental links between
national and social emancipation in South Africa. Thus, in so far
as the black middle class is impelled towards black nationalism,
the predominant tendency will be for sections of it to compete
with the existing national movement for the allegiance of the
people or even to capture it from within in order to steer it
away from radicalism and in a direction of old-style bourgeois
nationalism.
6. In the light of all these developments it is becoming more
important than ever to safeguard and to reinforce the working
class and peasant base of the struggle for true national liberation.
We must be on guard against the importation into the national
movement of bourgeois i"eology even when it is camouflaged to
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serve black interests in the guise of nationalism. In reiIlion to
the struule in Mozambique, Samora Machel said that the enemy
has two faces, the principle and direct enemy and

"the other face is that of the indirect and secondary enemy,
. who presents ttimseU under the cover of. nationalist and
even IS a revolutionary thus m.kinl it dirricult to identify
him .... THE FIGHTER MUST DISTINGUISH FRIEND
FROM FOE EVEN IF THE LATTER IS CONCEALED
UNDER THE SAME COLOUR, LANGUAGE, FAMILY
TIES OR TRIBAL MARKINGS AS THEIR OWN, EVEN
IF HE RAISES HIS FLAG WITH US."
The African workinl people .nd the working people from

the other oppressed &roups, can by the very nature of their class
positions, have no interest in perpetuatil\l white supremacy in
its old or new lUises. Nor can they benefit by any solution
which substitutes white capitalism with the Bantustan, or any
other, variety of black capitalism.
7. The main content of the present phase of our stroule
remains a national democratic revolution whose main contingent
is the mOlt oppressed and exploited section of the people - the
Africans. It is clell that the liberation movement should con
tinue to consolidate the broadest possible alliance - cuttinl
acrOIl simple clall lines - to achieve this aim. In carrying out
this tuk we must bear in mind that the middle and upper clalles
amonpt the black &rOUps (those already in existence and those
in proccli of fonnation) are not of exactly the same mould.
They include a small wealthy commercial boUl'leoisie, an admin
istrative elite, professional groups, small traders and so on. Each
of these groups is, in dirrerent ways, tom between a complex of
economic and political pressures which _serves to explain the
lack of consistency of their responses to the white repme. From
time to time they will inevitably find themselves at logerheads
with the rulina class whom they c.n serve only in an auxiliary
capacity. Their economic position may h.ve improved but
colour still detennines the outside limits of their economic
growth. In their daily lives they will still confront all the stinlil\l
humiliations of life which all blacks experience. It is both
neceuary and possible, therefore, to retain as broad. section of
this &rOUp IS possible in the liberation struule, IS lonl as the
neceuary viJjllnce is maintained allinst the importation of
counter-revolutionary ideology into the n.tional movement. In
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seneral, it is in tho:: very nature of the po::tly bourgeoisie that it
vacillates between the ruling and exploited classes, depending
partly upon the strength of the main antagonists in the struggle.
Thus, the effective heightening by our liberation front of con
frontation with the racist slate (both political and physical) will
win over and mobilise the broadest sections of the black
majority including sections of the middle class.
8. It is obvious that a working class party like ours has
an indispensable political role to play both as an independent
organisation and as part of the liberation front headed by the
African National Congress. This is so, not only because of the
undoubted contribution we have made in past years to the fiJht
for national and social liberation in South Africa, but also
because South Africa's proletariat occupies a special place in the
coming struggle; a place that would be swamped, diluted and
emasculated in the absence of its independent political instru
ment. That is why the ruling class invariably directs ils main
venom against Communists and the Communist Party and this is
why the recent period has seen an all-round intensification of
anti-Communist and an Ii-socialist propaganda.

It is a tribute to our Party that it is seen as Ihe most un
compromising enemy of the racist system and,lhal it is feared
by the collaborators within the black community because of its
belie( that the national revolution will not be complete without
the eventual abolition of all exploitation of man by man. Anti
Communism, within and outside our movement, Siems, less now
than ever before, from a mere disagreement aboul philosophy
and political theory in general; it is an enemy instrument for
doina battle with the revolutionary forces in Ihe coming .truule
for power. It serves, and is designed to appeal to, those elements
within the national movement whose class interests mak.e them
receplive to a policy of reformism, tribalism and bourgeois forms
of nationalism.

Our kind of revolutionary nalional struggle cries OUI for the
organised participation of the working class and its class political
oraan - Ihe Party. Experience has proved over and over apin
that in our revolution united action belween the Party and the
nationai movement has been a mutually reinforcing innuence in
the best interests of the people. Such united action is not, and
never has been, as our enemies allege, a ploy to create 'front'
organisations or to 'capture' fraternal organisations and trans-
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form them into wings of the Party. Our Party exercises its rOle
in relation to the other organisations not by attempting t()
capture them or transforming them into wings of the Party. The
history of participation at top levels of the African National
Conpess of a long line of black Communists, including OUr
general secretary, Moses Kotane, proves that whatever influence
they may wield has its roots in the quality of their leaderShip
and in their absolute loyalty, dedication and preparedness t()
sacrifice for the Conpess cause.

10. The coming period is one of the most vital in the history of
our struggle. Amongst South Africa's oppressed there is a pealer
sense of anticipation, anger and revolutionary fervour than has
been witnessed for a long time. Mass activity is on the upsurge
and the people want to see even more effective blows against the
racists. They will undoubtedly warm to all revolutionary alter
natives to the reformist manoeuvres.

Amongst the enemy there is <as we have seen) frenzied and
sophisticated activity in all directions, to ride the storm which it
fears is building up and to gain black acceptance and collabora
tion for its new version of white tyranny. It is, therefore, more
crucial than ever that our liberation front intensifies its work in
every departm~nt of revolutionary endeavour. It must, with
a new sense of urgency, stimulate organisation and resistance
amongst the workers, peasants and youth; it must isolate those
(whether inside or outside the liberation movement) who are
trying to capture the soul of the oppressed majority for
reformist, tribalist ind anti-working class solutions; it must
cement more effectively the unity of all the black people 
African, Coloured and Indian; it must expose and root out all
attempts to emasculate and dilute the revolutionary nationalist
aims of our liberation front and to replace it with a racist
bourgeois nationalism.

Above all, our liberation movement must be seen to be active
and alive. unendingly engaging the enemy on every front. It is
more vital now than ever before that we demonstrate our
capacity to begin and to sustain physical and armed confronta
tion. In the absence of all-round activity on a scale which
demonstrates the credibility of a revolutionary alternative, and
a growing liberation presence within our country, the vacillating
and reformist elements in the black community and in the rest
of Africa will find their rationalisations for detente and un·
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principled compromises.
The movemenl's persistent political and organisational work

since the Rivonia set-back, the numerous brave attempts to
engage the enemy in the batllefield and its policy of 'no
surrender' on all fronts (however difficult the conditions) have
won for our liberation movement, and especially its leading con
tingent the African National Congress, a reserve of revolutionary
goodwill amongst the masses. It has strengthened their faith and
belief in its leadership. They look to this movement to point to
the way out of their centuries old oppression at a time when
they sense that a victorious break-through is possible.

Our capacity to justify this faith depends not only on ideo
1000cal activity and revolutionary commitment but also on the
steps we are able to take to sharpen all the organisational instru
ments of every level of the movement. The young talent is there.
The experience is there. The revolutionary understanding and
commitment are there. What is needed now, more than ever, is
to provide every militant with a new purpose and inspiration for
the great struggles ahead, to inject a new spirit of collectivism
and collective styles of leadership and to streamline and make
more effective all sections of the apparatus with a view to
crealing an efficient division of tasks and utilising all the best
talent.

History has provided us with a favourable situation and rich
material to enable us to exploit it in the interests of the mass of
our people.
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.Make Detente
Irreversible

INTERNATIONAL RESOLUTION OF THE CENTRAL
COMMITTEE

The rlenary meeting of the Central Committee of the Sevth
African Communist Party takes place in the year of the 38th
anniversary of the defeat of fascism. Thil victory by the uti
(ucist coalition, in which the Soviet Inned forces playe. INCh
• significant role, gave new impetus 10 the popular anti-colo.u.1
and anti·imperialiJt strivings, plvaoiled worldwide actloa tor
national independence, democracy, justice and peace, ,lId

enabled new independent sovereign .tates 10 emelle, erocling
the strength of imperialism. .

Since then the process of detente - the hiltorical procell of
relaxing international tension and of ere.tinl conditioftl to
prevent any return to the cold -war era - has arown and laDled
new momentum. The meeting welcomes the Warxilt·LeniaJlt
policy of peaceful c<>-existence between states with dirterent
social systems which has been purposefully pursued by the
Soviet Union and other socialist countries. Our party considers
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the. recently held Helsinki Summit Conference on European
Security and Co-operation to be of utmost importance in this
process. Its decisions have worldwide significance and call for
active efforts of all revolutionary and progressive forces to
ensure their implementation.

Al a party of the working class we are committed to further
in& the procelll of international detente, and to making it ir
reversible. This requires the extension of political detente. to
military detente and the ending of the arms race. Stock
piling of weapons by the imperialist powen in the course of
tje arms race, encourages the forces of aggression, militarism,
fascism, neo-colonialism and apartheid, and endangen political
detente itself.

Our party therefore regards the prohibition of nuclear and
all other weapons of mus destruction, and the commencement
of Fneral and complete disarmament, as one of the most urgent
international tuks. We therefore fully support proposals for the
conveninl of a world Disarmament Conference, which could be
an important step towards a reduction in armaments, and
lead to aeneral and complete disarmament.

While detente can create favourable conditions for the
IUcceaful overthrow of oppresson by the oppressed, it is itself
extended and strenthened by intensification, of the struwes
of the oppressed for freedom and national liberation. The
pneral victories over United States imperialism achieved by the
heroic peoples of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, assisted by the
Soviet Union and other socialist countrieJ and by solidarity
actions of progressive forces in aU countries, are an important
landmark in this direction. Our party salutes them for their
courqe and determination. We are pledged to work with our
brother parties to support their present struggles for consolida
tion of people's power and the reconstruction of their countries,
to create pl'OlperoUi iocialiet societies. The triumph of the just
cauae of the peop~ of Indochina facilitates the estsblishment
of collective security in Asia.

Such positive shifts in the international arena natUl'a1J.y
uouae attitudes of desperation amonlSt reactionary and al
peain circles in the imperialiat countries. Imperialism seeks
to repin its lost positiona, encouraging the hotbeds of tension
still existinJ; in a number of countries, and the revival of faScism
in othen. There is therefore need for vigilance and for inten
sified struggle by the working class, the democratic progressive
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forces, and the national liberation movements.
Capitalism is entering a deepening economic Cr1SIS, with

declining production, slowing growth rate and increasing in_
stability. Th.e combination~of galloping inflation with declinina
production throws onerous burdens on the working class in
the capitalist countries and lowers their living standards. Cur_
tailed production, rising prices and living costl, together with
monetary and financial instability have engendered mass unem_
pluyment and given rise to ever wider strike movements. This
Iharpening class Itruale auravatel the contradictions within
the capitalist world, and brinp new forces into the vanguard
detachments which constitute the international communist
movement.

The South African Communist Party welcomes the pro
gressive changes which have taken place in Portugal, ushered in
by the events of April 1974. These changes have laid the basis
for the establishment of democracy in the country. We are,
however, deeply concerned at attempts to reverse these changes,
and particularly at the growing wave of internal counter-revolu
tion which aims to discredit and destroy the battle-tested
Communist Party of Portugal - the country's only genuine
vehicle for the creation of a new society free from exploitation
of man by man. We pledge our full support to the Communist
Party of Portugal. We have no doubt that the conspiracies of
imperialists and the CIA, as well as the intrigues of reactionaries
who spread antkommunism in the hope of creating a favour
able climate for the revival of fascism, are doomed to failure.

We applaud the growing successes of the peoples of Latin
America in courageous struutes to rid their countries of internal
reaction and of US imperialist domination.

We greet· the corning Congress of the Cuban Communist
Party which will recall to the minds of the oppressed in Latin
America the rich and heroic experiences of the Cuban revolu
tion which serves as a spur to peoples everywhere who struggle
for human liberation and freedom.

The Franco regime in Spain grows increasingly unstable as
the movement for democratic chanae advances. The struute for
a democratic Spain involves the most diverse political forces to
demand radical chanaes in the economic, political and locial
life of their country. Our Party stands in solidarity with the
anti-Franco democratic forces, confident that their cause wiD
ultimately triumph.
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The imperialist-CIA engineered coup which installed the
fascist military junta in Chile is meeting with growing resistance
from the people. The Chilean majority demonstrate through
their growing unity in their anti-fascist struggles that the junta
represents no more than the criminal anti-national and anti
patriotic elements in the country. Our party pays tribute to
the undaunted courage and determination of Luis Corvalan
and his comrades and calls for their i'rnmediate release from
the junta's prisons.

The success of the Arab people during the 1973 October
War in the Middle East was a setback for imperialism. Our
party condemns the manoeuvres of US imperialism which
constantly seek to break' the unity of the Arab world and to
tum Arab nations against the socialist countries, particularly
against the USSR. The Kissinger 'step-by-step' policy is cal
culated to increase the US imperialist presence in the Middle
East, and to secure new advantages for the aggressive Zionist
leadership of Israel. Our parly calls for the complete with
drawal of Israeli. troops from all Arab territory and for the
restoration of the rights of the Palestinian people.

Victories scored by the peoples of Africa in struggles for
national liberation have enhanced their possibilities of achiev
ing economic independence. A number of African countries
ft&hting against neo-colonial innltration and against plunder of
multi-national corporations are undertaking wide-ranging
social and economic transformation. Their prospects of success
are improved by the present change in the balance of world
forces, and strengthened by disinterested support given by the
socialist community to developing countries. Nevertheless,
many African countries remain in the grip of neo-colonialism.
The oppressed and exploited in these countriM continue to
struggle for genuine independence and for the creation of
societies without poverty, hunger and disease.

In attempts to undermine struggles for real liberation and
independence, imperialism and its local representatives resort
increasingly to reactionary and anti-popular weapons of anti
communism and anti-Sovietism. Their purpose is clearly to
coerce these newly independent states into becoming append
ages of the world socialist community. In those movements
still struggling for national liberation, the encouragement of
anti-communism and anti-Sovietism is an attempt to prevent
the development of a real revolutionary leadership, and to
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bring about a kind of 'liberation' in which the mass of the
workers and peasants remain the victims of exploitation for
the benefit of a ·smaU group of local exploiters workina; as
agents of neo-colonialism.

The victorious wars of the people of the former PortuJUese
colonies for liberation from half a century of fascist rule have
led 10 the independence of Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Cape
Verde Islands, Sao Tome and Principe, and the imminent
independence of Angola and have thus paved the way for the
total liberation of Southern Africa from colonialist and racist
domination. The liberation of Mozambique and AOJoia has
shattered one of the cornerstones of the unholy alliance of
fascist Portugal, South Africa and Rhodeiia, and has enaendered
conditions for advancing our struggle inside South Africa to
new heights. It is for this reason that the apartheid regime ia
now campaigning vigorously to promote its expansioniat policy
of 'dialogue' with the African states, and to improve its own
image internally and internationally.

The racist regime has been weakened by the dramatic chan
ges in Southern Africa and by renewed mass struggles of our
own people. It is now more than ever necessary to intensify the
international campaiJn against South Africa, to OOlate those
who seek to collaborate with apartheid for their own advant..e,
and to expose the fraudulent nature of the Bantustan pro
gramme and the 'reforms' cited by South African publicista in

. an attempt to confuse world opinion. The true leaders of South
Africa's oppressed millions are' not the heads of the regime's
tribal and communal ill$titutions. They are the leaders of the
African National Congress and of our Party, many of whom
have been incarcerated in Vorster's prisons for 12 yean and
more. The cry for their release must be raised with renewed
vigour both inside and outside our country.

Our party greets the advances of the liberation strugte
in Zimbabwe and supports the seneral demand by the maaes
for an immediate transfer of power to the majority.

We also express our solidarity with our comrades of SWAPO,
whose leadership of their people's struuJe has intensified mus
popular action for seizure of political power.

We view with grave concern current developments in Angola,
whose reactionary FNLA and UNITA forces, with the aid
of US and French imperialism and the governments of Zaire
and racist South Africa, atte'mpt to reverse the gains which the
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AfIIOla people have made under the ladership of MPLA, their
tenuine and legitimate representative. Imperialism is determined
10 subvert Angolan independence and turn the country into
another neo-colonial appendage. They seek to retain their
domination of Angola so as to use it as a buffer zone to prevent
the liberation of all South~m Africa, and as a springboard from
which to launch intrigues against the independence of African
countries.

Our party pledges its unequivocal support to MPLA, and
calla on all progressive forces to undertake actions of solidarity
with the people of Angola against the imperialist machinations_.

We roprd as treacherous and criminal the support given by
tho Maoist leadership of the People's Republic of China to the
COllnter revolutionary actions of FNLA forces against MPLA
and the people of Angola. At a lime when the people of Angola
are .npged in popular resistance to some of the most vicious
imperialiit aggreasions against African independence, the actions
of tbe Chinese leadersllip constitute a deliberate attempt to
mone the progreas of the anti-imperialist struggle in the whole
African continent. This treacherous activity complements
Chineae systematic and consistent support for the most reac
tionary imperialist circles in their intrigues against the pro
INIIive forces in many other parts of the world. Maoism thus
muM itself as a dangerous anti-communist, anti-Soviet and
pro-lmperialist policy.

The plenary meeting of our Central Committee makes an
earneat .ppeal for the closing of ranks in the world progressive
fOrcel, and for the forging of solid unity in the common struggle
qainst imperialism. In so doing. the meeting strongly condemns

•the foreiJn policy of the Maoist leadersllip of the Communist
Party of China. whose rabid anti-Sovietism has guided it into
tho camp of reaction, and in Asia, Eu.rope. Latin America and
Md. hal ali&ned it with imperialism's drive to dividr. the li
beration movements through support for pseudo-revolutionary
IfOUptl which are enpled in counter-revolutionary operations.

ThiI meetinl calls for an international meeting of Communist
Pmiel. We believe that the current world situation makes
the conyenina of such a meeting vital for the strengthening
of tU anti-impertalist forcel in their important task of winninl
national. independence, security and peace for all man kind.

Olll party reiterates its continuing adherence to the Marzist-
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Leninist principles of proletarian internationalism, of actively
working for the unity of all forces in the common struUle
apinst imperialism, and of strenglhenin. the international
communist movement.

Victory is certain.

USTEN TO RADIO FREEDOM

1be Voice of the African National Conpess
of South Africa

Daily from Lusaka

from 21.30 to 22.30 hOUR South African time
on 31 and 60 meter bands
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FAVOURABLE
CONDITIONS
FOR STRUGGLE

The Cenlr.1 Committee of the South Arrican Communist
Party held discussions with members of the Central Com
millet of the Communist 'arlY of the Soviet Union lUi
November. Arter the meetin,. the (aUowina joint com
munique wu issued:

B.N. Ponomarev, Alternate member of the Political Bureau of
the CC CPSU t Secretary of the CC CPSU t and R.A. Ulyanovski,
Deputy Head of the CC CPSU International Department, met
with a delegation of the South African Communist Party led by
the SACP Chainnan Y.M. Dadoo.
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Representatives of the SACP described the activities of the
South African Communists in mobilising the toUini masses in
the struJ&le for the liquidation of the apartheid regime. They
exprelled their gratitude to the CPSU and the Soviet people for
their constant assistance to, and support of, the South African
,.~riotlc forces and all fIghters against imperialism, colonialism
and racism. They expressed solidarity with the Popular Move.
ment for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), strongly condemned
the policy of the Chinese leadership acting in concert with South
African racists and other vicious enemies of the Angolan people.

Representatives of the CPSU described the enthusialm with
which the Soviet people are preparin. for the 25th COfllJe.. of
the CPSU, the successful fulfdment of the fInal yeu of the 9th
five.year plan, and the implementation of the Peace programme.
Communi.t. and all the Soviet people fumly support the just
atruule of the South African Communist Party and the African
National Congress. They demand the immediate releaae of
Nellon Mandela. Govan Mbeki, Ahmed Kathrada, Walter SiJUlu
and other political prisoners languishinl in the racists' jails.

The participants of the meeting declared that the collapse of
the PortulUese colonial empire and the upsurle of the national
liberation movements in South Africa, Namibia and Rhodesia
have created favourable conditions for the succe..ful struBlle
llpinst colonialism and racism on African soil.

The meeting was held in an atmosphere of fraternal friendship
and mutual understanding.
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THE CONGO
ONTHEROAD
TO SOCIALISM

by Sol DubuJa

To aasert that our continent is not outside hislory would not
attract special notice but for the variety of theories we come
acrOll which, in effecl, treal it as if il were. The class struggle
is said either to be absent altogether or 10 be overshadowed
and made irrelevant by different manifestations of the so
e.lIed "African personalily". In some areas semi·feudal
traditions; in others, the anachronism of trihal relationships;
in yet others. religion, have become the inspiration for the
IllIOlest collection of doctrinal abominations which pass
under names such as African $ocialism, Arab socialism, Muslim
socialism and so on,
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But the young Congolese Party of Labour believes passion
ately that Africa's peoples are subject to the same general laws
of social development as all other peoples. For them there is
only one valid ideological instrument· scientific socialism whose
foundations were laid by Marx and Engels. They believe that in
Africa, as elsewhere, the struggle for a higher social order will be
fought out between contending economic classes and that the
primary question at every given stage is: which class holds
power? Without rejecting alliances, the:y believe that those
which, in practice, exclude the existing or emerging expressions
of the working people, do not advance the cause of socialism.
And, in order to ensure that in the Congo the working people
will become the dom,inant force, the CPL is attempting to
mould itself as a workers· revolutionary vanguard party guided
by Marxism-Leninism.

,This is not to ,say that the CPL believes that the ways in
Africa towards a society free of exploitation of man by man
have nothing to do with a country's>speciflc economic, cultural
and social heritage. Marien N'Gouabi, chairman of the Central
Committee of the CPL and president of the People's Republic
of the Congo, stressed the connection between the universal and
the particular when he said:

"Marx's science is not a dogma, but an open book. Un
fortunately this correct thought is often used to negate Marx
and his sdence, to produce harmful and artificial construc
tions contrary to Marx's scientific theory. The African is the
s.ame as all other people, and the society in which he lives is
subject to the same universal laws. Our various peoples lived
and laboured in dissimilar conditions. Relying on the univer
sal laws, we must therefore study the concrete phenomena in
time and space, that is, apply the scientific approach. It is
just as unscientific to ignore the specific situation as it is to
negate science in general. That is why we, the peoples of
black Africa, can also. contribute to human knowledge,
enriching rather than negating science.
"We maintain that the future of the world, and of Africa, is
associated with socialism. As we see it, therefore, the option
today is not, in effect, between types of society but between
the way and means of building a socialist society. One can
speak of African ways to socialism, but certainly not of an
African socialism. Then socialism will retain its scientific
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character and at the same lime take account of the spedfic
conditions (that is, history, morality and customs, geog
raphy). This is no llovel discovery. It was Lenin who said that
all peoples will come to socialism - each in its own way and
in r1ifferent forms:' (My emphasis, S.D.)
As a ruling party the CPL faces many-sided complexities anoJ

dilemmas because the Congo (like every other country in
Africa) inherited a post·independence legacy of under-develop-

Cemeroon

Gobon

Zeire
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ment. It is faced too with the reality that deJpite growing
public ownership the Congo's most important economic sectors
remain essentially capitalilt and are Itill dominated by imperial
ism. The economy at a whole is fntearated into the world capil
alist market and central planning is inevitably complicated by
this fundamental fact. Whilst the Congo haa a lmaD but politic
ally experienced and articulate working clul (30% of the
CORl0lese people live in the urban centres), the peaaaJltry lives
and works in primitive. tribal subsistence conditionl and its
political conaciouane. is relatively low.

In luch a ,situation it is crystal clear that the actual conltruc
tion of socialilm is not reuonably on the aaenda at an immedi
ate perspective. It is understandable why the CPt believes that
the COIllO is Itill faced with the tuk of completin. the Natlonol
Ihmocratlc People's revolution which only had iUltamn. point
when the French relinquished their direct political presence.
The fact that the rulin, party ill luided in itl actions by the
ideology or Macxilm-Leniniam does not make the country soc
ialiat.

But the CPL alao believes that advances in the ItruaIe
spinat n~lonialiam, for real independence and for the
completion of the National Democratic revolution, depend
upon which cl.. or combination of Classel holds political
power. At this'ltap (u much u at the Itqe of the construction
of locia:llam) a party representinJ; the workers and peuanta is a
necesait)' and has a role to play throuahout Africa. Experience
in Africa haa pro¥cd over and over apin that talk of alliances
and fronta between proletarian, sc"mi-proletarian, peuantry.
revolutionary IntelJiaentaia and 10 on, can only have real mean
in, if the working people are able to expreas thelllM!lves orpnis
ationaUy and politically. Where this ill not the cue, where inde
pendent working c1asI orpniaation is prohibited and trade un
ionl are appendages of the state bureaucracy. the ao-caUed
alliance becomC$ the instrument of domination by a new ex
ploitinl aroup over the msa of the workinl people.

There are, of course, Ipecial problems ficin, a party, luch u
the CPt which is in the aaddle of government in a Itllte which ill
not yet aocialilt. Some of these will be referred to in a later
article. The emergence of the CPt as the dominant political
force in the Conlo must be seen apinst the foUowinl historic
al background.
Before colonial rule established itself by an actual physical
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presence, the Congo was part of that West African complex
which provided one of the most fertile hunting grounds for
.llVes. The Kingdom of Bakongo was denuded by the Portu
Juese and Dutch slave expeditions and i't is estimated that in
the course of one century alone, approximately 150,000,000
lOuis were taken by force and transported to serve Wutem
development needs. After that, by the end of the 18th century,
direct colonial penetration followed. There was a long period of
iMroic resistance by the people which was eventually crushed by
the imbalance of weaponry and technology. In the early phase.
of this colonisation, imperialism's presence was exercised by a
combination of chartered companies, troops and the Catholic
church. The best land was stolen from the people who were
compelled to work it by a system of. forced and semi-forced
labour. Eventually (and partly as a result of excesses by the
multi-national private companies which ruled the Congo) the
French took over direct administrative cont"roJ.

The contemporary class structure in the Congo had it.
heginninp during the colonial period. An urbanised workiJl'
class and small rural proletariat was created. And, Ii in the re.t
of the African continent, privileged indigenous groups were
created which served imperialism s administrative machine.
Indeed, because Brazzaville became the main administrative
capital of the French West African empire, the administrative
,lite from the Congo was relatively .big and serviced and sup·
pctrted a larp slice of the colonial apparatus in the whole
,.gion. This so-called 'evolue" who, in the post-Second World
War period, were given relatively high political posts, bepn to
enrich themselves through political activity which in tum
opened the way for the growth of a small group of businessmen
and others who served imperialism in a comprador capacity.

Marien N'Gouabi summarises the class picture as follows:
". . . Colonialism created an urban and rural prolelariat
(through the policy of concessions) and at the same time
spawned privileged classes - the bourgeoisie and the petit
bourgeoisie (bureaucratic, comprador and parliamentary) 
connected with the old social strata aud classes. This connec
tion and re.emblance is, amongst other things, clear evidence
that pre-eolonial society, too, had a class essence. So, as we
see, Congolese society consists of classes, with some classes
exploiting others,. and the contradictions between them are
antagonistic. But unlike many other African countries the
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Congolese proletariat is conscious of being an exploited
class and is therefore highly active on the poliiical scene in
order to change this state of affairs."

In 1959 the French handed over power to the main repre.
sentative of these new privileged classes -- Abbot Youlou. Uke
his -middle class detribalised counterparts in other parts of the
continent, Youlou cultivated tribal sentiment in order to create
his political power bue. It wu through Abbot Youlou (and the
privileged IfOUPS which surrounded him) that French imperial·
ism continued to exercise its dominance, no longer by direct
presence but through collaboration with its local represen
tatives.

The period 1959-1963 witnessed a relatively speedy disen
chantment by the Congolese people with the kind of "inde
pendence" symbolised by Youlou. The class strugle lfeW in
intensity. It reached its climax on 13th-15th August, 1963.
when Africa experienced what was perhaps ill rust post-inde
pendence popular revolution. Defended by French army units
which had occupied Brazzaville, Youlou's overthrow was the
culmination of a mass upsurle led mainly by the organisations
of the working elaas.

The immediate cause of the upsurae was an attempt by
Youlou to dissolve opposition parties and to destroy the power
and independence of the trade union movement. The trade
unions and other mass organisations called for popular demon
strations of workers, unemployed and students (who were then
on vacation). The arrest of the trade union leaders on August
f3th led to a protest aenerai strike in Brazzaville, Point Noire
and Dolisie. The presidential palace wu stormed by the people,
the jailed Trade Union leaders were freed by mass force and the
Youlou administration was overthrown. The provisional govern
ment which came to power faced a multitude of manoeuvres
and intrilues by Imperialism and ill local representatives
designed to tum back and destroy the pins of the AUJUSt
Revolution. To meet this cbaUenae, the working class organisa
tions and other progressiye forces decided to set up a single
mass Party -- the National Revolutionary Movement - (NRM)
which held ill founding CORJfCSS in Brazzaville in 1964.

From the outset the NRM proclaimed itself in _favour of
scientific socialism. But there wu a clear pp between the
reality and the rhetoric. Within this newly formed organisation,
fundamental differences emeraed on issues such as which class
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holds power and the strategy for carrying forward the revolu
tion and developing the country. As in many other parts of
Africa, the bureaucratic bourgeoisie was set on transforming
the NRM into an amorphous mass movement which pretended
to accommodate all the social groups but which in reality
eliminated working class and trade union participation in
politics. The leader of the right-wing, Massemba-Dcbat, made
various attempts to 'eliminate the genuine progressive and
revolutionary elements within the NRM. In the face of this
allempt, the Congo experienced its second popular uprising in
July 1968. A mass upsurge organised by a combination of
progressive army men (President N'Gouabi was the most pro
minent), trade unions, youth, women's and other mass organisa
tions, toppled the government of Massemba-Debat,

The political reassessment which followed led to the estab
lishment in 1969 of the Congolese Party of Labour. The CPL
regards itself as a working class party guided by Marxism
Leninism and standing at the head of the Congo's fight against
imperialism and for the eventual establishment of a socialist
society. It proclaims its world outlook as materialist and rejects
all religious and otlier idealist world-outlooks as false. It recog
nises the existence both in the past and now of antagonistic
social classes in the Congo and aims to conduct the struggle
between these classes from the position of the working class.

More concretely the programme of the CPL sees the main
contradiction in the Congo as being between

"the revolutionary forces, including the working class which
though numerically small and ideologicaUy immature, is the
pillar of the revolution: its ally, the peasantry, comprising a
large but still unorganised group; and the still vacillating
intermediate strata (petit bourgeoisie, the youth and stu

dents) ... "

,,'
"the reactionary forces, including international, and particu
larly French, imperialism and its Congolese allies, the bureau
cratic and comprador bourgeoisie and the feudal clement."
The state is seen as an instrument of class dictatorship and

the CPL is dedicated to the destruction of the previous colonial
and neo-colonial structures and replacing these by a government
apparatus serving the mass of the people. The process of bring
ing about people's participation in government is being ad
vanced through the Popular Councils elected directly by the
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people. In the first elections in 1973, 68% of the electorate
voted. Steps have also been taken to reorpnise the various
instrumentl of force - the police, the army and the courts - to
serve the interests of the working people.

In the economic sphere the CPL aims to achitve eventual
pUblic ownemup of aU the means of production. Land is
constitutionally proclaimed to be the property of aU the people.
AU property that can ieI'Ve society is earmarked for eventual
nationalisation. Solidllrity with liberation movements and
co-operation with socialist countries is a vital point in the
CPL', foreip: polley.

But althouah the fundamental and conscious aim of the CPL
is -the abolition of all exploitation of man by man in·the CollJO,
it lees the achievement of this as a long and difficult process.
This: was not alwaY' appreciated by every section of the CPL
In it, early yean there were ,till I number within it, ranks who
advocated leftist and adventuriatic policies based on the argu-.
ment that once the party espoused Marxism-Leninism as a
auide to action the Congo wa, already a socialist country.
The abortive coup by these elementl in February 1972 under
scored the need for a lharper definition of the It. thro\llh
which the Conaoleac revolution wa, passing. A lpeclal congess
wu held in December 1972 and it accepted that the country
was Pilling throuah the stage· of National, Dcmocnltic and
People's revolution.
Marien N'Gouabi sayl of this important congrea:

"Now the confusion was resolved: revolution means one
class overthrowinJ; another and aaumina power, but it ateo
means that revolutionary change is a lona procell. In the
People'l Republic of the Conco we shall have to resolve the
main contradiction between the people and imperialism,
before we can advance to the next stage, socialism."

He goa on to 'tate that the I"Cvolution which is underway is
National because itl Coal is to erid French imperialiat domi
nation which still controls the national economy and therefore
"factUally controls also the political situation". It is National
too becaUle one of ita Coals at this ,tile is to crute the obje<:t·
ive and ,ubje<:tive conditions for the formation of a Conaolcse
nation and to rid the country of tribalilm and rqionalillm.
The revolution is Democntic becaUle it replaces minority rule
and because it dnlwi its IUPPOrt from the mUICI. It is a People"s
revolution because it is attempting to create the foundations
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for the next slage, the socialist revolution, and is preparing
1111 the prerequisites for this by mobilising the masses under
the banner of the proletariat and its vanguard the Congolese
Party of Labour.

"In other words, at the present stage of the national li
beration struggle, at the stage of national, democratic and
people's revolution, all o",r activities must rest on alliance
of the revolutionary classes and patriotic forces within a
united anti-imperialist front. Its purpose is to mobilise the
broad masses on the basis of their interests, and unite, under
the leadenhip of the working class party, the CPL, the
women, youth, peasants, small tradesmen and artisans, as
well as trade unions, religious groups and cultural assoc
iations...

This brief outline of the proclaimed aims of the CPL shows
not only that it is committed to marxist ideology in general
but also that an attempt is being made to find Marxist solutions
to the specific problems of the Congolese road to socialism.
The leaders of the CPL are the first to admit that there are no
easy solutions. Indeed one is impressed by the modesty of their
claims, their awareness that the road ahead is hard and complex
and a recognition that there are many problems which still have
to be resolved in the course of revolutionary prictice.

Perhaps one of the most complex questions facing Marxists
in newly independent stales which are still in the economic grip
of imperialism, is the relationship between the struggle against
foreign domination and the internal class struggle. On the one
hand there is the need to mobilise the broadest possible alliance
in the interests of achieving a true national independence. On
the other hand there is the obvious danger that in such an alli
ance the vital internal social struggles may be postponed or
relegated into the background with the result that a new inter
nal exploiting class becomes the beneficiary of the people's
sacrifices, The CPL is conscious that in the Congo the "struggle
lIainst imperialism, which is regarded as the principal enemy of
the Congolese people, must not overshadow the struggle against
the exploiter classes within the country", (Marien N'Gouabi)
An assessment of the way in which the CPL is in practice
attempting to achieve a balance between these two foundations
of its immediate policy, is beyond the scope of this article.
(All quotations from Marien N'Gouabi are from "Scientific
Socialism in Africa", Af,ican Agenda, June-July 1975.)
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SOUTH AFRICAN
COMMUNISTS
VISITCONCO

At the invitation of the Conaolese Worken' Party I • deleption
of the South African Communist Party, led by its chairman,
comrade Y.M. Dldoo, was in the People's Republic of the COrti0
on. friendly visit from 4 to 8 November, 1975.

Durinl its visit, the deleption had fniitful dilcUllions wilh
• deleption of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the
Conaolese Workers' Party, led by comrade Pierre N'Ze member
of the Political Bureau and Secretary for Foreipt AUtin to the
Central Committee, and was received by comrade Marien
Waouabi, chairman of the Central Committee of the COlliolest
Worken' Party. PJelident of the Council of State. and Head of
State,
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In the course of these discussions, which took place in an
atmosphere of full mutual understanding. militant frankness and
comradeship, the two delegations examined problems affecting
not only the broad masses of the people of their respective
countries but also the international situatlon and the struggle of
the peoples for independence, freedom, justice and peace.

The two parties rene,wed their unreserved support for the
peoples of Africa, Asia. Latin America and the Middle East in
their struggle to regain national independence and to safeguard
their sovereignty and their territorial integrity. and a£finned an
unswerving belief in their victory.

The two parties noted with satisfaction the world-wide
progress of socialism, of the liberation movements and of -the
working class. They noted the effectiveness of the united
struggle of these forces against colonialism, imperialism, racism
and Zionism.

With particular reference to Angola, whose people are pre
paring themselves to seize their independence at the cost of
heavy sacrifices, the two parties renewed their firm support for
the fraternal people of Angola and their worthy representative,
the MPLA, and condemned the manoeuvres of the imperialists
and their local puppets who are seeking to prevent the people
from achieving true independence.

The delegation of the SACP gave extensive information about
the legitimate struggle of the South African people to regain its
rights and to achieve a normal life in a homeland which has been
usurped by colonialism of a special type - the racist minority
regime of apartheid. In this connection, the delegation of the
SACP greatly appreciates the constant support which the Congo
lese Workers' Part~1 and the Congolese people, led by Comrade
Marien N'Gouabi, have always given to the peoples' struggles in
general and to that of South Africa in particular.

On its side, the Congolese Workers' Party informed the
delegation of the SACP of the implementation of its programme,
adopted by its Second Congress, especially in the economic and
social fields, in the organisation of the Party and in the educa
tion of the masses with a view to raising their class consciousness
and their ideological level.

The two parties congratulated themselves on the results of
this visit. They agreed to develop contacts between the two
parties, in order to know each other better and to assist each
other within the framework of proletarian internationalism and
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lIIe struules of the African working class. For this purpose, the
two parties recognised that only scientific socialism will liberate
lIIe African peoples and workil\J class from the shameful system
of exploitation of man by man.

In the course of its stay in the Congolese People's Republic,
lIIe deleption of the SACP visited certain production units in
Brazzaville and Point-Noire. It noted with satbfaction the
achievements of the Congolese People's Republic under the
leadership of the COl\Jolese Workers' Party and valued the con
tacts made with the workers and managers of these enterprises.
It thanks the Congolese Workers' Party and the Congolese
people for the warm and fraternal welcome accorded to it during
its stay in lIIe Congolese People's Republic.

Signed at Brazzaville, 1 November, 1915.

For the delegation of the SACP
Y.M. Dadoo
Chairman. For the Congolese Workers' Party

Pierre N'Ze
Member of the Political Bureau
Secretary of Foreign Affairs to the

Central Committee.
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THE COLDEN KEY

by Phineas Malinga

Gold has played, and is playing, a central role in the greatest
crisis Ihat has hit capitalism since 1930. As a result, South
Africa is rar more important to world capitalism Ihan other
countries of comparable size afld economic development.

The early stagts of the crisis have already been analysed in
this journal by the late Comrade Palme Dutt ('The Crisis of the
World Capitalist Economy', The African Communist No. 48,
p. 37). He pointed out that the relative stability of capitalism is
the period 1945-,1970 was based upon the domination of the
doUat. United States currency was acceptable throughout the
world as an international medium of exchange. The artificial
freezing of the price of gold was accepted by everyone except
the producers of gold (whose protests were swept aside) because
it was taken for granted that dollars were just as secure a store
of valuc as gold itself.

This system had certain important advantaaes. Because thc
supply of dollars could be incrcased as required. international
trade could expand more freely than ever before. Shortages of
liquidity did not readily arise and the cycle of boom and slump
changed its characteristics in certain respects. Indeed, the
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capitalists fondly imagined that the days of slump were gone
forever.

If the United States monetary authorities had regulated the
supply of dollars so as exactly to meet the requirements of
world trade, the system might have lasted much longer than it
did. But, of course, the United States monetary authorities were
concerned, not with the long-term interests of the capitalist
world, but with the short-term interests of the United States.
They abused their po.wer of creating international money. They
poured out dollars to finance overseas military expenditure and
to buy up capital assets in other countries, without any regard
for the real wealth available to back up these dollars. The result
was an American balance of payments deficit which increased
rapidly from the middle fifties onwards. The other capitalist
countries became increasingly uneasy. They realised, on the one
hand, that by the mere operation of the printing press, the
Americans were acquiring the ability to buy up key sectors of
the economies of all other capitalist countries, and, on the other
hand, that the masses of paper money being acquired by other
countries in exchange for their real assets were of increasingly
doubtful long-term value. Central banks therefore became
increasingly interested in exchanging some of their dollar
holdings for gold. Between 1949 and 1971 , US gold stocks
decreased from 24.6 billion dollars to 10.3 billion. By that time,
however, dollar balances held overseas totalled SO billion dollars,
so that the US gold reserves could have been wiped out at any
moment, if a rush to convert into gold had occurred.

Such a situation could not endure. The attempt to shore up
the system, from 1968 to 1971, by means of the 'two-tier' gold
market was doomed to failure. Under this system, ceritral banks
continued to exchange gold at $35 to the ounce, while all other
purchasers and sellers dealt on a free market. The result was
a gradually widening gap between the official and free market
prices which merely served to spell out the underlying problem
for all to see. Inevitably, therefore, the day came (August IS,
197!) when the US government had to refuse to change any
more dollars into gold at $35 per ounce.

In order to explain this action away, the Americans invented
an elaborate myth to the effect that what they were doing was
'demonetising' gold, because it was a barbarous and outdated
thing which had no place in a' modern economic system. Gold,
we were told, was now gl?ing to be used only for jewellery and
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filling teeth. Its price might just as easily drop below $35 as riSt
above that fagure. The world monetary system would go rrolJl
strength to strength, based exclusively on the paper dolJar alld
a new kind of super paper dollar, backed by the International
Monetary Fund and rejoicing in the name of Special DrawinK
Ri&bt.

The governments and central banks of West Germany, Japan
•Britain, Italy and the majority of capitalist countries loyally

proclaimed their belief in all this. Whether they really believed it
or were motivated by simple fears of the consequences of an
open break with America, we cannot say. At all events, a seem_
in&1Y invincible phalanx of economic power was brought into
line behind the 'demonetisation' policy.

Yet the results were uniformly disappointing. The post-war
system of fixed exchange rates between national currencies
immediately collapsed. Inflation rates increased throughout the
capitalist world. Individual members of the bourgeoisie. far
from accepting thai gold was now useful only for jewellery and
fllling teeth, began to buy gold coins in quantities thai had nol
been seen since gold coins wenl out of ev:ryday circulation in
the early thirties. The gold price, though experiencing consider·
able fluctuations, showed a generally rising trend which took it
beyond the figure of $ 17S per ounce suggested by the French
economist Ruess (whom ihe Americans tried to dismiss as
a mere eccentric).

In September 197 S, the Americans played what they hoped
would be a trump card. They pushed through a meeting of the
International Monetary Fund a set of proposals on gold. Firstly,
in line with the 'demonetisation' theory, the amou~t of gold
held by the IMF in its reserves was to be reduced. Secondly, in
an attempt to depress the market price, a scheme for lold sales
by the IMF was approved in principle (though it is .still not
certain whether the sales will ever actually take place). Thirdly,
in order to secure French qreement to the first two proposals,
the ban on purchases of gold by central banks, imposed in 1971,
wu lifted.

Neither economic commentators nor the market have found
it QJSY to decide what all this adds up to. The US Secretary of
the Treasury, William Simon, has described it as a step towards
"the gradual phasing of gold out of the system." The Governor
of the South African Reserve Bank, on the other hand, has said
that it "clearly has the effect of giving gold an increasing and
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more meaningful monetary role.'" The market price dropped
heavily around the time of the IMF announcement, but has
since recovered some of the losses. Among those who have
expressed confidence about a further recovery in the price is the
Moscow Narodny Bank.

Obviously there are further rounds to be fought in the
struggle between gold and the dollar and nobody can predict
exactly how the battle will go in the short term. To attempt
a basic analysis, however, we must see this question in con
junction with the other major economic event in the capitalist
world since 1971 , that is, the occurrence of the most serious
depression since I 929.

The present depression barnes analysis by bourgeois econo
mists. The phenomena which it -presents seem totally para
doxical. Inflation and depression have been thought of as
opposites, but now they coincide. Capitalist trade and pro
duction are being throttled by a classic shortage of liquidity, at
the same time as a surplus of paper money causes a continuing
slide in the value of that money. At the very moment when the
paper dollar, freed from all dependence on gold, .marches
towards its final enthronement, the main achievement of the
DoUar Age falls to pieces.

So long as one works on the assumption that our existing
paper currencies are' real money, no explanation emerges.
Marxism, however, points out that no such assumptioh can be
made. Comrade Palme Dutt wrote, in the article to which
reference has already been made:-

" ... The final standard of value, also at the heart of these
structures, inevitably remains gold, because, as Marx long
ago demonstrated, in a society based on commodity
relations the function of a universal equivalent to express
the value of all commodities can only be fulfilled by
a substance which itself has its own independent value as
a commodity before it comes to be used as a universal
equivalent or money, and that for reasons familiar in every
text bOok lold has come to fulm this role. However com
plex the token structure built on this foundation, appear
ing to displace lold as an archaic remnant no longer
applicable to modern conditions, and needing to be
replaced by some more logical structure, this metallic
foundation reveals itself anew in every situa"tion of crisis of
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capitalism. In the words of Marx:
Capitalist production forever strives to overcome this
metallic barrier, the material and fantastic barrier of
wealth and its movements, in proportion as the credit
system develops, but forever breaks its head on this
same barrier.
(Marx, Capital, vol.3, ch.xxxv, Section I, EnJlish
edition p.6 4)"

The explanation of the present situation may then be this: the
various manoeuvres with paper mopey, recommended by Keynes
to cure cyclical depression, work up to a point because they can
expand the money supply up to a point. When, however, the
quantity of paper money in circulation becomes too much
greater than its gold backink, the whole system comes adrift.
The paper money - rapidly depreciating in value - becomes
incapable of fully discharging the function of money. No
matter how much further its volume is increased, the shortage of
real money becomes the decisive factor. The postponed
depression therefore arrives, and can no longer be cured by
Keynesian remedies.

These are matters which require further research, but one
thing is clear - the present general disarray of the capitalist
economy does not suggest that the post· I971 attempts by the
USA to perpetuate and complete the world domination of the
dollar are about to be crowned by success. That gold will have
the last word now seems virtually certain.

EFFECTS ON SOUTH AFRICA

The increase in the gold price has been of vital importance for
South Africa. The mining indwtry has been able to cut pro
duction from 909 tons in 1972 to 758 tons in 1974. but .over
the same period the value of gold exports rose from RI,J61 mil
lion to R2,S6S million. Non-gold exports increased com
parativdy modestly from R2,296 million to R3,t64 million.
Thw it has been mainly the rising gold price which has enabled
South Africa to. increase imports from R2,852 million in 1972
to a staggering RS,737 in 1974. Here is the reason why South
Africa, almost alone in the capitalist world, has been able to
absorb the increase in oil prices without difficulty. Here also is
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the eource of South Africa's ability to push military expenditure
to new heiaht. every year.

For the mineowner, however, the price rise has produced
only a brief bonanu which was already beainnina to fade even
before the recent setback in the laid price. The reason has been
innation, producing larle increases in mining costs. The cost of
uVing has risen by 6~% In 1972, 9~% in 1913 and nearly 14% in
1914. Wage rise. have accordinaIY had to be conceded. EoerlY
costs .have risen even more steeply. As a result, the profits of
most min." have shown a falling trend from quarter to quarter
of 1975. For the September quarter; several old mines which
had been rescued from shutdown by the price increase were
once apin returning losses.

This is why the recent downturn in the gold price, though
quite modest by comparison with the earlier rise, has been
a serious matter for South Africa. The recent 1-;.9% devaluation
of the rand is the direct consequence. Expressed in the con
ventional language of bourgeois economics, the object of the
devaluation is to restore the profitability of the gold mines by
increasing the rand price of lold. The current dollar price of
approximately $140 per ounce now represents the same number
of rands as the dollar price ruling towards the end of 1974, of
approximately $180 per ounce. To the extent that the costs of
the industry are expressed in rands, the difference will represent
pure profit.

But, of course, not all the industry's costs have a constant
level in South African currency. Oil must be bought for dollars
and mining machinery for deutschmarks. Interest on overseas
loans must be paid in the currency of the lender. Labour costs,
however, are expressed in rands and the hope of the mining
bosses is that they will be able to go on paying their workers the
same number of rands as they did before. In essence, therefore,
the devaluation is a move to restore the profitability of the
mines by cutting the real value of the wages which they pay.

The days are past, however, when the South African ruling
class could take it for &fanted that they would get away with
such a manoeuvre. Even their fonnidable machinery of re
pression has already proved inadequate to hold wages down in
the climate of inflation that has recently existed in South Africa.
The devaluation will inevitably lead to further labour militancy.
If wage increases arc granted, the whole object of the devalua
tion will be defeated. If they are refused, unrest is likely to reach
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boiling point.
The future trend of the gold price is therefore crucial. For

the reasons discussed in the first part of the article, the price
may well recover, giving South African capitalism another of the
lucky breaks for which it is famous. If it does not, the day of
reckoning will be that much nearer.

When that day of reckoning comes, it will not only mean the
liberation of the South African people from a bloodstained
fascist tyranny, but also the crumbling of a keystone in the arch
of world capitalism's economic structure.
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Black Bankers
Friends or
EnemiesOf
Liberation?

by Toussaint

The South African business community and prcss have recently
&;iven much spice and time to hailing the formation of what is
deJCribed as the "Cmt black bank", The ranrare has been some
what disproportionate to the actual size of the venture. It has
been described by black spokesmen and white as ", break
throu!h", thouah there has been little explanation of what it
brew throuah to. Anywhere else in the modem world, the
Iauncbina of • piddliq R I million bank would be I no~vent.

but here it is bein& IUn as • milestone towuds some undefmed
new future for the country's black m«.iority. The exclwively
black National African Federated Chambers of Commerce
(NAFCO) claims that this is _.. "the. rust company of its ltind
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in South Africa. Blacks are holdinl the majority shues and this
will set a new pattern in South Africa." The exclusively white
Re&iStrar of Financial Institutions claims that the bank would
... "give these people the opportunity of realisinl their aspira
tions with rellrd to bankinl." South Africans have a capacity
for self-deception; it is better to look at the facts than the fore
casts in order to assess the siJnificance of this 'breakthrough'.

First, how black is black? Of the initial capital of the bank,
about half has been subscribed by black shareholders, the other
half beinl divided between the 'bil five' established banb 
(Barclays. Standard, Volkskas, Nedbank and Trust) who have
subscribed approximately 30%, and the Bantustan 'Iovemments'
who subscrib~d the rest. The Board of Directors has seven blacks
appointed by NAFeO, three whites appointed by the banks, and
a white manaler chosen, so we are told, from 80 applicants,
some of them blacks with "Iood qualifications", The bank
president, Mr, S, Motsuenyane, in tellinl us that, adds that , ..
"This bank carries the hopes of the black people and cannot be
allowed to fail. For that reason an efficient white man was
chosen" (Star :to.4.7Sl and that the bank is ' .. "the first
example of white leadership with black control" (Star 29.6,14).

In another somewhat eUiptical statement he explained that ...
"it took both black and white to build the country's prosperity
- and it took the white man's money. It must now take both
black and white to build the black man's economy. Much as we
want the bank to be black, we cannot exclude the whites."

But j'n this special South-African style co-partnership, how
will the bank operate? It has opened its first two branches in
Soweto - the black 'dormitory town without commerce or
industry, which accommodates Johannesburl's black working
population fifteen miles outside the town boundaries - and at
Ga-Rankuwa, which does not appear on most maps of the
country, beinl a village in the Bophutatswana Bantustan. These
locations well outside the centres - or even the periphery _ of
established banking or trade, effectively cut the bank off from
the reach of white depositors, although manlier Wentzel
explains hopefully that ... '~In terms of tbe Group Areas Act we
would not be able to operate in a white area. This will certainly
make it very difficuJt for a white depositor to conduct a savings
account with us - but there is no reason why he could not hold
• fixed deposit." None at all, except hard business logic. The
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'black' bank will be seriously handicapped, some would say
mortally crippled, as a safe deposit for funds by the operation
of the apartheid system, which virtually excludes freehold
ownership or even long-term secure tenure by blacks of farms or
buildings on land, most of which is on lease from the state or
para-statal agencies. The bank, it is said, is considering the
prospects of lending money on the security of such leases which
are themselves insecure, or alternatively on the security of
guarantees from the borrower's employer.

It is difficult, then, to share the enthusiasm for the bank's
prospects of growth which its sponsors radiate. But whether
their optimism is soundly financially based is not the point of
this article. More important to us than the bank's business
future is its significance as some sort ·of a 'breakthrough' of the
black majority into the tightly closed monopoly of white power
in South Africa. It is being suggested by the embryonic group of
African bourgeois who constitute the membership of NAFCO
that the black people can achieve their aspirations by way of
business growth, and that the econorqic growth of a black
bourgeoisie can provide a more orderly and fruitful path towards
equality with the white minority than can political struggle.
Their theory fits neatly with the whole Bantustan concept,
whether they intend it to or not. It" implies that the aspirations
of black people can be met without struggle against the white
state, through the simple process of gathering in its own cash
resources, building up its own (and for practical purposes
segregated) capitalist institutions, and thus growing into equality
parallel to and alongside the existing white economic and
political power structure - an economic Bantustan commercial
state concept to dovetail neatly with the political Bantustan
'homelands' concept. It is not possible to dismiss this theory
merely by showing that, in today's state of development, black
capitalist enterprise is a puny weakling overshadowed by the
giant growths of white South African capitalism. Perhaps these
are small beginnings. But what can they become? Can they
really meaningfully alter the way of life of the black majority,
now or in the future, and so gain the demands of the national
liberation movement without a direct confrontation?
Doubtless to the directors and large shareholders in the first
'black' bank, black banking it fundamentally different from
'white'; it provides them with an opportunity for earning profit
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and Interest not previously possible, and it gives to that lucky
few a new social status as 'capitalist', 'bourgeois'. But will
anyone else amofllSt the black citizens of South Africa feel any
difference, or achieve anything at all from this new venture? It
is impossible to believe that they will, no matter how well the
affain of the bank prosper. For the rest of the population,
'black' banking is nothing more than another capitalist enter
prise, operating in the manner of capitalism - that is to say,
creatinl rent, profit and interest for the possesson of capital,
through the exploitation of the labour 'of those who have
nothing to sell except their capacity to work. Capital is not
an idea or a state of mind, to be applied benevolently or harshly
at the whim of its owner. It is an economic category, a fonn of
wealth which enten into the procCS$ of society's production of
its goods in accordance with economic laws. Being 'black'
capital makes it neither more lenient nor more liberal than
'white' capital, no less hungry for interest and profit, no less
bound by economic law to seek the greatest rate of return
through the highest rate of exploitation. For those interested
only in the equations of colour, then, 'black' banking may
represent another small step in the entry of black people into
fields thus far exclusively white. But beyond this, 'black'
banking remains banking; 'black' capital remains capital; and
the process by which capital exploits the overwhelming majority
of the South African people remains unaffected.

This is the reality. But the ideo of 'black' banking and of
'black' capitalism does serve a purpose - the purpose of advert
ising a product by concealing its reality. Coca Cola advertises its
wares as "The real thinl!" and ipIores the reality of vast private
profit and widespread public tooth decay. Rothmans project
their products as sources of satisfaction, virility, well-being, not
of lung cancer. Capitalism sells itself to the working class - even
those whom it exploits directly - by equally deceptive slogan-
ising which obscures the reality. It is, we are told, "Free enter
prise", though everywhere price-fixina, cartels, rings and secret
deals stifle enterprise in favour of a monopolised status quo. It
is described as "the incentive system" even while employers
ganl up to keep wales down and to drive competiton to bank
naptcy. To speak of 'black' capital as though it were different
from the old, exploiting capitalism of yesterday is just as
deceptive, just as blatantly advertising, just as fraudulent. It is
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an attempt to persuade black people that - if "black is beauti
ful" then black bankina must be beautiful. 11 is a way to sell
capitalism to a black audience by hidinl its known and u&lY
face, profiteerinl, exploitation and mass impoverishment, in
I fine new box; in just this way in supermarkets everywhere in
the capitalilt world old rubbish is constantly re-packaged for
sale in bri&hter boxes proclaiming "New!" "Improved!" "Better
Deal!"

The swindle still works. People are still deceived, and some 
often well-intentioned - get persuaded by the propaganda. In
the ranks especially of the businessman who fonn the member
ship of NAFCO - generally small traders and merchants who
hive overcome all the difficulties of apartheid South Africa to
become petty capitalists - and even in the ranks of some of the
African intelJ.iaentsia capitalism II belinninJ to sell. The theory
II begin~ to be held that the cause of national liberation is
advanced by making black capitalists, by accumulating black
capital, by sponsorina black businesses from which somehow,
sometime, the whole nation will ..in.
The theory is neither new nor peculiar to South Africa. In one
auise or another it has emerged in almost every nationally
oppressed community as its first bouraeoisie pew up. In the
United States of America it gave rise to the deliberate sponsor
ship' of black business enterprise, so that today it constitutes
a fairly sizeable slice of American business, includina banking,
insurance, publishing and so on. There is little evidence that any
benefits of the process have washed off on to the black masses
generally, or that the prospects of national equality have been
materially bettered. While the black bourgeoisie have risen to
levels of substantial wealth, comfort, and social status, the
majority of the blacks remain as ghetto-ridden and impoverished
u ever, still fl1lin& the worst jobs, receiviftJ the worst education,
toppin$ the fJl\1Rs for unemployment, crime and illiteracy. The
evidence shows Dot that black capitalism has raised the nation,
but rather that it has enabled the black bourgeoisie to rise from
the level of the masses rather than with them.

Perhaps we are judaIng the American experience too soon?
.Perhaps - or so it is argued - the American blacks are more
downtrodden than the whites because as yet America's black
bourgeoisie have not reached equality with whites who still
control the commanding heights of the country's finance and
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industry. For justification then of the theory, it is necessary not
just that blacks advance economically in the field of capitalist
enterprise, but that they achieve parity with whites.

Can such a prospect be realistically envisaged? Whatever
theorists may say about the USA - and that is not the subject
matter of this article - the prospect can scarcely be entertained
in South Africa. The black bourgeoisie do not merely start late
in the race to acquire capital - that in itself could perhaps be
made up for by running harder. But they enter the race
impossibly handicapped. They can. for example. only enter the
race from premises established in the most underdeveloped parts
of the country. remote from all the main urban centres. (Group
Areas legislation.) They cannot own, buy or pledge land as
security to raise finance. (Land Act.) They cannot influence the
policies of national, provincial or local authorities to ~move

disabilities in the way of their growth. (The voting and public
representation laws.) They cannot travel freely (Pass laws),
receive first-grade education (Bantu Education Act), learn or
·enter reserved skilled trades (Industrial Colour Bar laws). and so
on, through the host of minor difficulties, prohibitions and bars
which together make up the apartheid system, within which the
race has to be run.

These are special disabilities, South African disabilities. But
even if all these special South African disabilities ceased to
operate, could be sidestepped by astute operators, or were over·
looked by tolerant authorities - even if all this disappeared, is
parity between white and black c;apital feasible? Can NAFCO 
or anyone else - mastermind the accumulation of capital in
black hands on a scale which could compare with the present
accumuJation in white hands?

The process by which capital accumulates has been studied
and described by economists, particularly by Karl Marx in his
work titled Capital. The early capital accumulations of the
European bourgeoisie were made in a variety of ways - through
piracy and theft. through slave-trading and war looting, by
expropriation of feudal coffers and by war-time profiteering.
The white bourgeoisie of South Africa accumulated its capital
somewhat differently in detail. yet by much the same process in
essence. On the one hand it inherited or transferred from Europe
some part of the accumulated capital acquired as summarised
above; on the other hand it appropriated to itself the whole of
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the land - except ror that unwanted 13% into which the black
roral population were confined. Through war, seizure, conquest,
unequal treaty-swindles and swindling purchases, it appropriated
to itself all the known resources or minerals and metals, all the
ports, all the commercially significant rivers. The economic map
of South Africa was thus drawn by the process of early capital
accumulation - even though it is now constantly argued by the
government and the establishment that the boundaries of 'black'
areas and 'white' were drawn by tradition. not by acquisition.

That process or early accumulation of capital is rinished.
A chapter is closed and a new chapter entered upon, in which
the capital accumulated in this first phase has grown and
multiplied in the way of capitalist growth, through exploitation.
The new black would-be bourgeois enter into the accumulation
game only in this second phase. The appropriation or all the pre
capitalist wealth or society has been completed without their
participation. None ·or the natural wealth of the country outside
those pockets or poverty which constitute the 13% of the land
reserved is any longer up ror grabs. Thus the black bourgeoisie
enter the capitalist arena without heavy accumulations of
capital, with only their personal savings and unspent earnings as
their startinJ point - in which case parity with the white
bouraeoisie is far beyond their reach, even after our Iiretimes.
The only other course would be to try and repeat history - try
and accumulate capital by appropriating it through seizure and
strength; to expropriate the white bourgeoisie. Such a process is
inconceivable without rorce and violent stru&&le. It is, in fact,
the very antithesis or the path or slow accumulation, petty
profit-taking and growth, which characterises the ideology of
NAFCO and its members. It is ror this reason and through
recognition or the total unreality or ever 'growing into parity'
with the white bourgeoisie, that the embryonic black bourgeois
groups adopt such timid attitudes towards the white establish
ment. They have, realistically. to settle ror what they can get;
which is, at best, a very very junior partnership - ir it is partner
ship at all,

There are, however, in these early attempts to raise a bourgeoisie
as a deliberate. 'national' task, .echoes or the history or the
Arrikaner national movement in the days of its inreriority.
Simpletons looking at the way in which the Afrikaner bour
geoisie raised themselves rrom similar extremely Illbordinate
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positions to the British bourgeoisie of South Africa, imagine the
process can be repeated by the blacks. The Afrikaner nationalist
movement established what it called Reddingsdaad (Act of
Salvation) committees to raise funds to promote the national
cause - initially half a million pounds to be used for the uplift
of the so-called 'sunken descendants' of the nation. In 1939 the
politicians of the Nationalist Party extended the aim to the
promotion of capitalist enterprises in order to further the
'economic independence' of the Afrikaner. Even the words echo
the black bourgeoisie's statements of today: "If we want to
achieve success we must use the technique of capitalism",
Dr. M.S. Louw told the National Economic Conference of 1939.
"We must establish something like the finance houses of
Johannesburg." It was under this impetus that a number of
Afrikaner capitalist concerns began - Sanlam in insurance,
Volkskas in banking, and others in commerce and industry.
Today these have emerged among the giants of the South
African capitalist scene, approaching parity with the British
based giants as they had aimed to do.

This experience is misleading for the black bourgeoisie. The
growth of Afrikaner capitalism to the stage where it now shares
and merges with the former British giants has not been a matter
of simple economic growth. Until the Afrikaner nationalists
achieved political power, the Afrikaner capitalists remained very
much junior partners. It was political power which opened the
gates for the Afrikaner bourgeoisie to advance towards economic
parity, not the other way about. Volkskas grew throuih the
deliberate political channeling of state, provincial and municipal
business towards it, not through the painstaking gathering in of
the accumulated savings and small riches of the faithful
supporters of the Afrikaner cause. So too with other politically
sponsored Afrikaner business - Sanlam, Volkshemdc etc.
Political power and patronage, often political arm-twisting and
bludgeoning, have helped the Afrikaner bourgeoisie to economic
power.

The black bourgeois elements who seek the keys to the king
dom of capitalist growth cannot ignore this example SO
insistently around them. It is a double-edged example. On the
one hand, it serves to remind black business-men that simple
concentration 'on economic growth cannot, of itself, solve the
aspirations of the African people for full equality in every aspect
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of life; and therefore reminds them that the struggle for national
political liberation comes first. On the other hand, it moves some
to seek to get their own hands on the levers of existing political
power, to move into the drivers' seats of the white-dominated
state, rather than to try to overturn it.

lt is for this second reason that several of the rising black
businessmen are beginning to turn away from the national
struggle, seeking to master positions of influence and authority
within the Bantustans; for there at least, they have persuaded
themselves, some of the controls of local political power can be
delivered into their hands, and used for their own economic
purposes.
There are thus two sides to the picture of developing black
capitalist enterprise. Not only does the mere establishment of
a 'black' bank help the government to prove that it is really
guidinl the black majority towards 'nationhood', with a bevy of
black bankers as economic evidence parallel to the black 'states
men as political eVidence of the reality of Bantustans. But the
growth of this black bourgeoisie brings into being a group willing
and indeed anxious to operate within the Bantustan establish
ment, and from there - it is hoped - stake a claim to lead the
nation - a claim which "today devolves undeniably on the
African National Congress and its allies in the liberation move
ment.

The emellenee of a vocal bourgeois groupinlgoing-it-alone
outside the main stream of the national movement signals the
need for the national movement to clarify its long-term aims
beyond the stage thus far reached in South Africa. Up to now,
the national movement has spoken for, and represented, the
aspirations of all classes within the ranks of the oppressed; its
aims have been clear and sufficient - to abolish every vestige of
race discrimination in the national life, and to win full equality
of opportunity for all citizens. As the assemblage of the whole
nation, the economic aims of the national movement have
always been those to which every class grouping could subscribe
- workers, peasants, and bourgeois a1iJce - equality and the
abolition of colour discrimination. For a time, that simple
fonnulation was enough.

But with each growth of the movement, more precision was
essential. How, for e:umple, would the ending of colour bars be
able to set right the historic injustice to the blacks of the white
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seizure of 87% of the land? How could the abolition of colour
barriers reverse the historic injustice inherent in the white
monopoly of all known lold and diamond bearinl areas? Once
national liberation moved from a dream of visionaries to
a practical prospect which could be realised 'in oW" lifetime',
these and similar problems demanded precise definition. The
Freedom Charter, adopted in 1955, answered some of those
demands in a new way. The land, it declared, would be shared
amongst those who worked on it. Mines and other monopoly
industries would be nationalised. For the moment it ~med to
be enough. It still left undefmed, undebated, the question of
what sort of social and economic order would be built in the
new,liberated South Africa.

That question - what type of society? Capitalist or socialist?
- is now ~ma raised sharply, not from the left but from the
right. This is, 'in essence, the issue which NAFCO and othen are
posinl today. They promote their own immediate self-advance
ment, and the desirability of their class Ifaspma the levers of
power within the Bantustans impliedly - sometimes explicitly 
as a programme for the nation. Capitalism? Or socialism? It is
an issue which has now been raised within the oppressed nation's
ranks, and which will grow sharper as time loes on.

For it is in the nature of struggle that its development throws
up new critical problems at every stage, and forces fmt their
consideration and next their disposition. It has been so in our
movement with, for example, the issues of strategy, of violent
and non-violent fonns of struggle. We have made the transition
from exclusively non-violent fonns to the use and promotion of
violent fonns. That debate is behind us; we are now bema faced
with new problems arising from the solution of the old. The new
problems of HOW - how to achieve equality within the liberated
society; of HOW to ensure to men the fruits of their labour, aDd
the rightma of historic injustice; of HOW to organise the work
and wealth and direction of a free South Africa, so as to make
real thOSoC freedoms of education, of movement, of work and
culture of which the Freedom Charter speaks so eloquently.
These problems of HOW are rising to the forefront of our
movement, and will have to be resolved.

It is not a matter of abstract debate, to be settled in academic
discussion outside the onloma political battles of the national
movement. Ours is not the first movement to have to face such
problems. In our neighbouring territory of Mozambique, Frelimo
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too had to face and resolve the questions of the basic directIons
of its state, its basic orientation, as soon as its first liberated
areas were won. Immediately, the problems of how to teach.
what to teach, for what purpose, to what social ends. moved
from the abstract to the plane of immediate and practical
politics. Decisions had to be debated, fought out and resolved,
not by abstract assessment or which system would be better.
fairer, more just, but in the practical. concrete tasks of re
constructing society anew.

The issue of socialism or capitalism. as the future direction of
our people and our country, is not for us either an abstract issue.
It is part of the very essence of our national movement. as
decisive for the future as the question of violence or non
violence, of co-operation or confrontation with the government,
of compromise or struggle.

And the more sharply NAFCO and others raise the issue, the
more it becomes apparent that the aims of the national move
ment in South Africa must be sharpened and clarified. The
Freedom Charter made it quite plain that "the people shall share
in the country's wealth". The national wealth of the country.
the heritage of all South Africans, would be restored to the
people, it pledged, and added, significantly for our budding
black bankers. "the mineral wealth beneath the soil, the banks
and monopoly industry shall be transferred to the ownership of
the people as a whole". But there remained an ambiguity as to
the extent to which private enterprise would be allowed to
continue.

·The programme of the Communist Party adopted in 1962
was more explicit. The national revolution in South Africa, it
stated, would "restore the land and wealth of the country to the
people". But the Party n:alised that more than this would be
needed to put an end to the exploitation of man by man, and
the programme added; "The destruction of colonialism and the
winning of national freedom is the essential condition and key
for the future advance to the supreme aim of the Communist
Party: the establishment of a socialist South Africa, laying the
foundation of a classless. communist society".

Now that the Nationalist Government is trying to promote
the development of a class of bourgeois blacks who will profit
from the implementation of the Bantustan programme, it
becomes more necessary than ever before to explain just why
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the development of this kind of black bourgeoisie constitutes
a chaJlenge to the national revolution in South Africa.

14



AFRICANISATION&
CLASS STRUGGLE

by O.S. Sisacho

II is almost impossible 10 say anything proper about Africanisa
lion without touching on such questions as national liberation
and classes, the slate, the nation and the classes and struggles
therein, decolonisation, neo-colonialism and socialism, the basis
and superstructure, the national bourgeoisie and national petty
bourgeoisie, in short production relations.
The historical roots of the concept or practice of Africanisation
lie in the decolonisation process itself which was ushered in by
the colonised people. mainly aftcr the victory of the Greal
October Socialist Revolution of 1917 in Russia. The pace of the
process was to be speeded up by the emergence of the socialist
system and gained additional momentum after the rout of
fascism in Europe and Asia in 1945. The growing mighl and
presence of Ihe socialist system and its impact in the inter
national arena challenging Ihe very existence of colonies gave
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moral and practical material impetus to the decolonisation pro
cess which in Africa gathered momentum as from the late fifties,
blowing 'a wind of change' throughout the sixties to this day.

A general characteristic of class positions at this time was
a united front of all class forces and strata of the colony apinst
foreign domination, against colonialism in aU its f!Jrms 
politically, economically socially and otherwise.

The nature of.the struale wu an anti-imperialist one, a pro
gressive stNuIe enioyiDlJ populu sympathy of and support by
progressive forces or natural allies all over the world - by
communist and workers' puties, by workers, peasants and
patriotic intellectuals in both socialist and capitalist countries.
And, u long u the indiaenous people of all walks of life were
f1Jhtlng for their supreJ:TIe national riaht of independe.nce from
the colonial yoke and bondage, all other class interests were to
a areat extent temporarily submerged and subordinated to the
supreme cause - national liberation. The unity and multi-class
composition of almost all national liberation movements at this
st. together with the content of their programmes, the direc
tion and .oals of their struuJes reflected this basic truth.
The seizure of political power by the indqenous people through
their national liberation movements, whether 'peacefully' or
throuJh umed. struu1e, marked a tumina point, and opened
a new chapter in th'e stNuIe. of these people. It uahered in
a period of coDlCious and practical Africaniaation - the transfer
of political, .economic power and the control and auidance of
the whole social life into the hands of nationals. ThiI we often
a 1001 and painful process of tryin& to do away with foreian
domination and exploitation in all field•. Throuih nationalisa
tion of foreign~wned· industries, foreip trade, banks and
inJurance companies, many African countries today are trying
to put an end to income drain and loues in order to mutct and
utilise their wealth for their national development. It is a process
which requires a relatively rapid implementation of a national
programme of trainin& more and more national cadres to take
over from colonial expatriates who are in all respectl, be it
economically, ideolocically or otherwise an excessive bwden on
these very poor nations.

In the centre. of leamina, ideology or culture, therefore,
Africanisation means not only puttiOl nationals in the place of
expatriates but the introduction of a new proareuive staff and
syllabi reflectina the content of the independence strugle -
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llItK:olonial, anti-imperialist in all respects. In short, in place of
the colonialists and their agents the goal of Africanisation is to
put African nationals to implement progressive and anti
imperialist provammes. But, it must be noted that a greater or
baller number of these nationals responsible for runnina the
DeW state were often &roomed just before independence by the
coIoDial power for the specific purpose of implementinl its
interests ('when I am lone') - a potential danger to the lOals of
the national liberation revolution.

After independence the m~or task becomes the economic
one - to feed, clothe, shelter and develop the nation. In the
solution of this new and complex task other new problems
emerge. Different class alliances and interests appear, together
with the ugly head of neo-colonialism or foreign capital domina
tion. The monolithic struwe for national independence gives
WIY to the pursuit of different class interests and objectives
hitherto insignificant or not predominant. The various class
forces take their unconcealed positiollJ from the highest to the
lowest level - from state content and composition to the
utional bourzeoisie level, from the national bourgeoisie to the
worker, from the kulaks and the merchant class to the poorest
peasants and petty commodity producers.

Since all class struuJes are in the final analysis struuJes for
the seizure of political power by one class as opposed to the
other(s) and since the custodian of that class political power is
the state it is of interest to look at the role, composition Ind
lOlls of the African state at this period.
In many African countries today the content and goal of the
African state which came into being after political independence
hive drastically changed. At first, the state had a mass character
n!presenting the interests of all classes and strata - the oppressed
and struggling nation against colonial rule. Such a state gave
an appearance of common interests between its governinl
institutions and the working people.

However, it soon became clear that the nation was composed
of classes with different ultimate and permanent interests, and
the class essence of the state became apparent. Under the cloak
of being the state of the whole nation, present independent
states in Africa support the interests of this or that class. They
lie fHlrtisan Jtaul. Nor is this peculiar to Africa alone. All stites
lie class states and all nations are composed of classes who have
either antagonistic or non-antagonistic contradictions.
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The composition of the various organs of Slate - the parlia·
ment, the armed forces, police or militia, the educational and
ideological institutions. the judiciary and administration - all
these reflect the class structure of the nation. Depending on
which class rules the state, the institutions of the state are either
pro-capitalist or pro-working class and peasantry, pro-socialist.
In almost all African states today, one finds a continuation and
strengtheninB of the institutions of the past, the survival of
capitalism dressed in a different gown which goes under the
description of Africanness.

This is, of course, a loaded issue. There are those who look
only at the form, the appearance of thinp. and not their
essence, their content. The debate to decide who of Africa is
African and wilo is not is packed with emotion, but conceals the
fact that the African nation is itself divided into classes with
diveraent interests. The fact that an African capitalist is dressed
in African clothing does not mean that he is a patriot of the
whole nation and not just of his class.

Economically, in almost all African states today, a national
bourgeoisie or an indiBenous capitalist class has emerged and is
aetting stronger though still often an appendage of foreign
capital. Secondly, we notice an alliance between formidable
economic and political forces. On the economic side these forces
are the national bourgeoisie or the capitalist class together with
foreign monopolies and on the other side. the new state
representing the political power and carrying out the interests of
the former. The common interest of the alliance is profit. The
method used to reich this common i;oal or interest is African
isation of the national economy - the establishment of African
private enterprises or managerial 'ownership' of formerly purely
foreian enterprises in the country and putting them into the
hands of the rising indiBenous national bourgeoisie supported
by the state and foreign capitaL This Africanisation process
which during the time of fighting for political independence was
progressive, anti-colonial, anti-imperialist has now become
reactionary in that it becomes a base for propping up capitalist
tendencies in general in the country instead of leading the nation
forward to socialism. It is neo-colonial.

Once the different class interests inevitably emerge within the·
nation there also develops a dialectical change, an exposition of
the actual class content and role of the state which is supposed
to represent the interests of a classless 'nation' inclUding both
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the working people and the exploiters. The m:w state in many
African countries today has become the expression of the
stronger economic forces - the rising national capitalist class
backed by foreign capital whose priority interest is profit first
and national development only after that, or as a means of the
fonner.

The question arises now as to how such a state can regulate
or control private economic property (which it does not own)
and effectively carry out national industrialisation and develop
ment according to any plan which is concerned in the interests
of all the people. The new state finds itself faced with the task
of having to side with either the revolutionary interests of the
working people, or the emerging interests of profit for the
national capitalists and foreign capital. For a time the state may
become a mere go-between the now divergent class interests.
Eventually the ability of the state to regulate or control the
national economy comes to depend, firstly, on the real content
of state power, i.e., which class within the state predominates.
Secondly, it depends on the effectiveness of th'e state political
and administrative apparatus; lastly, on the economic role of
a progressive state sector.
Let us look very briefly, as an example, at the Africanisation
process in East Africa. In Kenya, for instance, we have the
deliberate establishment and encouragement of African el(ploit
ing classes under the garb of 'African socialism' backed by
foreign capital, mainly British. And KANU, the National Libera
tion Movement, is no longer a liberation movement working in
the interests of workers, peasants and patriotic intellectuals. It
has to all intents and purposes disappeared or virtually given in
to the capitalists (national and international) because of the
rabid pro-capitalist, nepotist and bureaucratic leadership. The
same thing has happened in Uganda except that the appearance
here is military. In Tanzania TANU is also experiencing the
same problems. The Arusha Declaration, the exit of the
Kambonas, the cold-blooded murder of TANU representatives
like Dr. Klerru by kulaks and the very TANU Guidelines directly
or indirectly admit and reflect the presence, within the African
isation process, of antagonistic class interests and the seething
class struggles which make a united rapid progress towards the
declared goal of socialism difficult if not impossible.

Africanisation therefore has two sides - a progressive and
reactionary side. As long as it is anti-imperialist and therefore
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for national independence, it is • propaaiye process. But once
this proc:esa stops and it becomes capitalist or tumI pro
imperialist in any form, ArricaniJation becomes reactionary and
hu to be stopped and itJ course chanaed if the re"folution is to
proceed. To continue from itJ pfOlltain roots alolll • revolu
tionary route it hu to put political power in the hands of the
poor peuantJ and proletariat. The aoaI of decolonisation can be
tclUeved only throu&b a l4"M"ia)dt revolution.
Prelent and put practical experiences of what capitalism means
to the toil.in& m. IS in itJ more than three centuries of domina
tion and the re"folutionary chaDltl broupt about by the hardly
sixty yean old socialiIm have lifted "the heads and hopes of
millions of labourers the world oYer for a bri&bter future,
towards lOCialim the b.i&her st.. of wb.il:h will be communism.
Arrica is no exception to the rule and each Arrican state is con
Kious of these trends a it is tossed backward (to capitalism) or
forward (to socialism). Concurrently, all kinds of old and new
exploitera hide and protect themselves under such slopna a
"we are all workers" (a if hawk and dove could share comrade
ship or equality) when in actual fact they are the expropriators
of the IIlrphu value created by the real workers. These are
enemies of the people, of the workera. These enemies of the
people, the villaae kUlaks, the town 'unknown', the owners of
many hotels, restaurants, and ban and the like have more than
one source of income. '
The new Arrican state dominated by itJ nuc:ent national bour
poisie, economically and ideolOlically strona1Y b.lcked and
propelled by itJ former colonial muters or their kith and kin
(neo-colonialism), knowinatY echoes the pro-imperialist tune of
antkommunilm, thouah here and there, for the sake of effect.
it proclaims some form or brand of the mOlt urpint and popular
Deed - soc:ialmn. at Ieat theoretically. 11tis is perhaps one of
the puted trqedie:s of the African re"folutioo of the 20th
century: that mey states declare that they are strllllliol for
l4"M"iaupn but are at the same time antkommunist in theory and
practice, as thouah there were a Chinele Wall between the two.
Capitalism and monopoly capitalism cannot be separated from
imperialism,
Today Arrica is witneaina the sad spectacle of the Vorsters and
Smiths. apnts of international imperialism and fuc:ism in Arrica
and therefore arch enemies of the African states, Africanisation
and the African Revolution, strenJlheninl themselYes each day
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by recruitinl and winning over to their side unnatural allies of
iDc!ependent African States. The basis of 'dialoi\le' and 'detente'
if antk:ommunism, in whose name imperialism and neo
colonialism are beina allowed to return to the continent. The
African revolution is in Ifave danaer. And hundreds of the best
lOllS of Africa have already laid down their lives as victims of
this anti-communist campaign.

Of course the African scene is not as simple as it seems. The
notorious unholy alliance of Vonter with free Africa is also
hued on the treacherous arced for South African commodity
and money capital to 'solve' the economic ills of these countries.
The womb of that capital is nothing else but the slave and fascist
labour exploitation of the African working class of South Africa
and indeed of neighbouring free African states themselves. This
betrayal, this unprincipled co-operation also shows Africa's fear
of South Africa's military strength. Some of our heads of state
have already forgotten the heroic and victorious wan of the
Vietnamese people against the combined imperialist brass.
But we now know from practical experience that. there is
I common factor in all socialist countries; They are not practis
ina isolated and different brands of socialism. The common
factor in all these countries is that the worken. in alliance with
the peasants, and guided by a MllIXist Leninist Party whose
ideology is scientific socialism, have seized political power from
the exploiting classes, formed their own new state apparatus
militarily and ideologically after destroying the old one. have
socialised all mll,jor means of production all over the country and
are thus enabled to cany out a planned, fast developing socialist
transformation of the whole national economy for the satis
faction of all the material and cultural needs of the toiling
masses (not for profit maximation). The socialist countries arc
in complete solidarit)' with aU other worken, peasants, patriotic
intellectuals. with anti·imperialist. anti-capitalist and national
liberation movements allover the world. The working people of
the socialist countries know no unemployment. have no fear of
whether they will eat tomorrow. Nor do they live on the sweat
and blood of other nations. Instead they let other nations,
including many of our own, share in the fndts of their own
co-operative labour.

Secondly, we also now know that among the socialist
countries there is not a single anti-communist one. Invariably, in
fact, all of them are run along communist party lines.
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Jr we agree and accept these to be the fundamental features
of any socialist state. then Africlnisation u it is today means
only one step towards socialism. It means the African revolution
is unflJlished.
Our analysis of the stage reached by the African revolution
sbould not lead us (rom one extreme of uJua-revolutioDu1sm to
another, not cut us down to despair. This is no time for
dejection or surrender, which plays into the hands of our enemy
and provides fertile gound for him to recruit his allia. If we
have described what is wronl with African society it is because
we want to chanae it.

Those who know or claim to know the tn:Ith have a solemn
duty to society and especially to the majority who are wortina;
people. They must help to orpnise and train the mOlt militant
fJ&hten for the continuation of the struaJe tI{ur independence.
The fllht for socialism in all fields must be intensified. Many
have Jiven their lives in the freedom struule. It is not enoqb to
remember them. They must be avenaed by the victory of
socialism all over the world.
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Bantustan
Mythsand
Realities

by J. ViUiers

Consolidation is. hi, word. It lets used I great deal when the
Bantustans are beinl talked aboul. When the Bantustan chich
bad their nflt meetinl with Vanter in Much J974, consolida
tion took up nearly half tbe time of the discu.ssion. The meaninl
of consolidation in this context is simple: it is the JOvemment's
plan - 'finalised' last yeu after several trial runs and unveiled in
parliament in March 1975 - to reduce the 113 scattered (I'll
ments of land which presently make up the so-called 'borne
lands' to 36 frqments

This process entails the buyinl up of 'white' land, the sellina
of some resenoe land, the eradication of 'black spots', and the
shiflin. of tens of thousands of African Camilies to fit them in
with this elabolale ffiap-malcinilime. And elaborate it really is:
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KwaZulu, for example, only needs a further 56,000 hectares to
llcquire its full quota under the 1936 Native Land and Trust
Act. But consolidation will entail buyinl over 500,000 hectares
of 'white' land and takinl away nearly 450,000 hectares in
return - aU of which could cost u much u R340 million but
will still leave the state of KwaZulu in no less than 10 separate
frqments of land!

Some features of this proaramme need to be noted:
(a) no time limit has been set within which it is supposed to be

carried outj
(b) no definite budletary allocation has been made to finance

it;
(c) According to the official estimate, nearly half a million

people are going to have to be 'resettled' in tenns of this
plan. But more realistic estimates by those more directly
affected by it than the Bantu Administration bureaucrats
indicate that the consolidation of the Tswana homeland
alone is likely to involve the uprooting of ~ million people,
while the rearrangement of the KwaZulu jig-saw puzzle is
going to be done at the cost of moving some 300,000
people.

M though to underline its utter disregard for all concerned,
the IOvernment announced in October 1975 that no further
larid would be purchased under the consolidation programme in
the immediate future, and that the R50 million allocated '-for
this purpose in the current year was to be cut in half, to
R2S million. Coming out of the blue, and only flimsily related
to the government's post-devaluation economic measures
desilned ostensibly to stem inflation (but essentially to shift the
burden of the country's economic difficulties on to the backs of
the poor), this decision revealed the farcical nature of the whole
scheme. .

in short, the consolidation scheme is a monstrous imposition,
cooked up Oy the tribalists of the B.A.D., foisted upon the
African people without even the semblance of consultation, and
trimmed at every point to meet every whim and complaint of
the white fanners, and to cut out of the 'homelands' every
economic or strate&ic asset that mi&ht possibly be useful to the
econom¥ or security of white South Africa. Everythlna about it
stinks of the high-handed arrogance and inhumanity of the
racists, their arbitrary rule, and their fanaliCilI desire to re
tribalise the black people of South Africa.
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TNe and obvious as these criticisms are, they barely scratch
the surface of the underlying reality. For the main objection to
the whole consolidation _exercise is i's irrelevance to the needs
and upirations of the African people. Even if the whole plan
were carried out fully, swiftly, humanely, and in consultation
with all those affected nothina basic would be changed by the
result! From the point of view of the overwhelming majority of
African families who depend for their livelihood on money
earned in 'white' South Africa, that reality would remain the
lime, and the liberation of the African people would not be
advanced by one inch by the consolidation of 113 fragments
into 36. grouped into ten tribal states. Economic servitude for
tile foreseeable future would remain the fate of the African
people - and political servitude too.

If consolidation is not going to create a siqle unified
territory for the Bantustans (except for the 3 smallest ones) and
if it has nothing to do with giving them some potential basis for
economic viability, what is the real purpose of consolidation?
The answer is contained in two words: to divert, and to divide.
Consolidation is part of the government's political process of
diverting black attention away from the main goal, that of
winning political power in the countl)' as a whole. Seen in this
context, the whole debate about whether the grantina of inde
pendence should wait unt.i1 consolidation is effected (the present
position of most of the Bantustan 'leaden') or whether it is
better to take independence first and thereafter to negotiate
boundaries and settle the land question, can be seen as a fraud
ulent distraction, devoid of any significance except the fact that
it is a distraction.

Also diversionary, and much more difficult to combat in con
crete situatioRS t is the divisive effect of the consolidation
process. It stimulates (deliberately, of course) rival claims for
particular pieces of land. like the dispute between Lebowa and
Gazankulu over who is goina to get the Bushbuckridge area in
the Eastern Transvaal. In this sort of dispute, which is becoming
more frequent. there can be no winnen. and the African people
as a whole are the losers, in so far as their unity is impaired by
such concocted differences, their minds are turned lI.way from
the liberation struggle as a whole, and the self-assumed role of
the racist regime as the arbiter of their claims, and as the
ultimate determinant of their destiny, is cleverly reinforced.
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Consolidation, together with a process innocently described
as 'planning', also provides a pretext for the racists to dispossess
the people in the countryside on an unprecedented scale. This is
probably the most destructive aspect of the Bantustan policy,
and with the speeding up of its implementation dangerous con
sequences are appearing. The uprooting of whole communities
is enabling the authorities to rob the people of what little they
have been able to. build up over the years. If farming was
difficult in the areas previously occupied, it is usually impossible
in the areas into which people are now being dumped (which is
why these areas are, before resettlement, so barren of people
and of any of the means of development). White fanners move
into the vacated areas, taking advantage of any improvements
the former occupants have managed to make, while the latter
struggle to survive, without compensation. 'Planned' areas
suffer similarly: to fulfil its avowed intention of reducing the
,Lumber of African fanners in the reserves (and to increase the
pool of cheap labour available for the factories and the mines,
which have had considerable success in enlarging their r«ruit
ment of South African, as opposed to 'foreign' black labour),
the government has been forcing rural communities to move
together into larger centres, and this unpopular procedure is
often accompanied by the equally unpopular compulsory culling
of cattle and fencing of pastures. At every opportunity the
Bantu Investment Corporation (or its Xhosa counterpart in the
Transkei and Ciskei) barges in with its superior resources and
elbows out the local farmers and traders - uSually to the benefit
of white entrepreneurs. Indeed, according to an official spokes
man for the BIC, of the R77 million it has invested since it was
formed in 1959, R43 million has been in white-owned enter·
prises, and a further R20 million in enterprises owned by the
BIC itself!

Landlessness is now the tyPical condition of the great
majority of the inhabitants of the reserves. And every adjust
ment that is made in land allocations, either directly by Pretoria
or on its behalf by some Bantustan government, gives the
authorities scope for rewardina the loyalists, the servile and the
corrupt, and. for penalising critics and rebels. It is in this aspect
of consolidation, ie. in the stimulating of tensions and hostilities
within particular ethnic groups, that even more danger lies than
in the inter-tribal rivalry which we have mentioned earlier and
which is usually displayed above the level of the masses of the
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people, in the relations between the puppet politicians who now
purport to rule the 'homelands'. The severe and prolonged out
bunts of so-caUed faction fiptinl in several parts of the
Transkei in recent years, not to mention parts of KwaZulu
(especially Msinga district) and also of Sekhukuneland district
in Lebowa, cannot be understood except apinst this back
pound of a desperate struuie for survival, and bitter conflict
between radical and conservative forces, indeed, between the
mass of the people and the forces of repression, which is only
sometimes expressed throuah traditional rituals of contest.

Because they are so directly involved in these conflicts. and
seek to stamp out the voices of protest and dissent, the
Bantustan regimes are already - even before independence 
openly dictatorial in attitude and behaviour. The Transkei has
a head start when it comes to repression, with its much-used
powers of in4efinite detention without trial under Proclamation
400 (still in force 15 years after the emerlency for which it was
introduced in 1960!) But.aIl the Bantustans now have potential
powers akin to the Republican government's powers under the
Suppression of Communism Act. The old banishment clauses of
the 1927 Natiye Administration Act (much used in the reserves
in the 1950's against militant opponents of the Bantu Author
ities' policy) which had been little used in recent years, are now
beinl invoked once alain. The actions of the Ciskei's chief
minister Sebe in aettinl Pretoria to banish Mr Louis Mtshizana,
an attorney, from Mdantsane (near East London) to Henchel
are a sign of thinp to come, as also has been Lucas Manlope's
ruthless houndinl of his critics within his own cabinet (no
radicals they!) It is always the fate of puppets in such colonial
type situations to out-do their masters in brutal and ferocious
repression - but that never saves them from beinl thrown on to
the rubbish heap of history. The history of the US-dominated
stooae dictators in South Vietnam is a vivid example of this
reality.

MYTH No.2: is th. co :'

In October 1976 the Transkei will get independence. nus
development should not take us by surprise. new thouah it is.
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For the first ten-twelve years In which It was in power the
Nationalist Party had no intention of grantinl independence to
the 'Bantu Authorities' which it imposed on the people apinst
widespread opposition. It was only ill the sixties that Dr. Ver

I woerd began to envisage some ultimate formal constitutional
separation of the Bantustans from 'white' South Africa. (We
cannot avoid using thls term; but of course South Africa is not
'white' at all - in fact there is no part of it where the majority
of the population is not bllllck). The main reason for this change
was South Africa's growing isolation.

But for several years the· racists only foresaw mdependence
as a remote possibility. In 1969 Mr.M.C.Botha, the Ba,ntu
Affairs Minister, predicted that the Bantustans would get their
independence around the tum of the century. But the liberation

. struaIe hotted up once again in the 1970s, and so did the inter
national campaign to isolate apartheid. As a direct consequence
the whole policy was rushed into operation. New and hitherto
unheard of things were born overnight - Lebowa, Bophuthat
swana, Basotho Qwaqwa, Machangana (now Gazankulu). (We
cannot call them states because a state implies a definite terri·
tory, and no matter how you juggle with words one cannot turn
a handful of scattered reserves and farms into a 'state'.)

When the Nationalist Party chose to go into a general election
a year early in April 1974 it was still on a platform of inde
pendence in five years' time for the Bantustans. Yet here we are
today facinl a situation in which the Transkei is only a few
months from independence, and already has its 'ambassadon'
posted to the capitals of the Western world where their function
is not so much to represent 'their country' (there is very little to
represent!) as to augment the chorus of Pretoria's propapndists
white-washing the whole apartheid policy and clamourina for
more foreign capital to keep it going.

·There can be no doubt that independence, conceived within
the framework of the Bantustan policy, is around the corner.
But independence is not just the running up of a flal, the
beating of a drum, the installation in office of a few hand-picked
and well-groomed allies of the colonial regime, and the posting
of ambassadors abroad. Independence in the colonial context is
inseparable from the general idea of the liberation of the former
IK)lonial peoples. Properly lKKalled and understood, inde
pendence is a mighty step forward for a people labourinl under
colonial tyranny, and indeed it is the first stage towards ending
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the exploitation of man by man and of realisin. the full
etonomie and cultural potential of the entire society. Inde
pendence, even wben staae-manaaed by the old colonial power
to its best advantaae (and we all know this has happened in parts
of Africa), is unquestionably proaress.

But Vonter's 'independence' is reaction. It is a blow apinst
the freedom and unity of the African people and of the entire
South. African nation. It is a sordid perversion of the democntic
essence which is the real significance of independence in the
colonial context. Unlike the real thina, which was always soupt
aner by the subjects oe" alien domination, Vonter's 'inde
pendence' has never been.souaht by any section of the oppressed
in our country; on the contrary the whole policy of which it is
but a logical extension has always been rejected by the African
people and an democntic forces in South Africa. Nobody out
side the Nationalist Party and .ovemment has asked for this
pseudo-independence.

1bis is the first crucial difference between Bantustan-style
iJldependence and a aenuine decolonisation. The latter has
always been the outcome of jl:lst and leJitimate demands of the
people. an achievement of the peoples apinst imperialism,
a weakenin. of colonialism, however cleverly the retcealina
colonial power arranaed its withdrawal in order to establish
neo-colonial relations with the new state. The second main
difference between the real article and its apartheid substitute
is that in the colonial context independence :-'tas always, is.
always (or a people as a whole, for a nation.m-rhe-makina, with
• common tenitory which could ultimately (when imperialism's
economic chains are also smashed) be the basis for an inde
pendent economy. In South Africa we already have a nation,
one people united by their economic interdependence, but
divided by the racist policies of the apartheid repme. Bantwtan
independence seeks to further divide the ~ple - a10na tribal
tines. Usin. tribalism as the key criterion in a stIF of South
Africa's socio-economic development where the tribe no loncer
h.. any sipLificance as a social oraanisation for production,
dis$ribution or exchanae, the racists can find no meanin&ful
tenitorial basis for the whole fraudulent exercise. Hence the
fact that apartheid-type decolonisation entailJ the fraamentation
of an existil1l territory and the spliUinI up of an existil1l
people.
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When the British were withdrlwina from Inda they split the
country into two Itpuate countries, India and Pakistan, or
whic.b the latter WII iplit into two territories, separated from
each other by hundreds of miles. It WII I reactionary Ind
dirjsj'e scheme which laid the buis fpr continUli conflict
between the DeW stata and between the two parts of PatiItan.
EYen 10, it wu I completely different operltion from that
which Vomer is launched upon. Decolonisation nerywhere else
hal been bued upon the IWItIphkal IeJ)llItioa Ind territoriaJ
distinctness of the colonill power and the new state. But wbo
can deny thlt popapbicllly Ind territorially the two puta: of
the Transkei, or the ten parts of the proposed KwaZulu, or the
dx parts of the proposed BophuthltlwlRIlle Plrt and parcel of
the country of South AfriCl? PusiDlI Ilw to crelte I boundu)'
wbleh hIS never before existed cannot chanae the historicl1ly
determ.Ined realitia. ThiI is the fundlmental reuon why
Bantustan·independence 11 not Ind can never be any .ort of
independence at all.

Other facton are JeCOndarr, but not unimportant when ICen
in thiI baJjc penpectift. All the Bantustans depend now, and
wiD depend f9r II 10Dl II they sum.e, on the South African
pem.ment for their very existence. They haft been conceiYed
and created by the neilt .tate, and will DOYer be able to ellilt
independently of it. 1'hree-quarters, if not more, of the revenue
of the Banturtan JOYernmenfs is provided by Pretoria, and this
11 IOmethin& which cannot be ch1npd, liven the ecooomic
fuaction of the Bantustans II reJeI'Yoiri of cheap mjp'ut labour
for the mines and industry, the fann. and homes of 'wbite'
South Africa. All the top chi! service (Je. administrative) pOliti
in an the Bantustans are occupied by white civil sernntl
.econded from the South African Joycmment. Notbina can be
dOne to which they have not qreed, or which they do not know
about in advance. They will continue to serre Pretoria, inde
pendence or no independence. Now both these featllres
(dependance of eovernment 00 fundi and personnel from the
old coJoniII poftJ) haYe been characteristic of many a ne&"
colonial rqime in Africa and elsewhere, and are not peculiar in
kind (only in de,ree) to the Bantustans. But liven the funda
matal reality, of the Bantustans beina part of South Africa
temtoriaDy, historica1ly, economically, politicaDy, the8e featureS
_"e to underline the fact thlt no meaninaful independence is
poat"ble or 11 Intended for these fraamented 'states'.

It bas to be Itreaed that all these are objecli't"e flaws in the
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Bantustan policy; that is to say they are independent of the wish
or will of the individuals and groups actually involved. These
realities arc the product of a long period of history, and nobody
can by sheer effort - or wishful thinking - transcend them. So
tbe idea of the Bantustans as a stepping stone to the freedom of
the whole of South Africa is at best lin unrealistic pipe-dream,
at worst a cunning deception fostered by sell-outs. Some people
may delude themselves that one or two Bantustan chiefs arc
pllyins a' complex double role, secretly going along with
Pretoria in order to win time, space and a platfonn with which
10 fllbt back against wltite supremacy. The weakness of this
theory is that it depends for its. success entirely on the sub
jective factor - on the wishes, aims etc. of a ,few individuals in
tey positions. It disregards the nature of the system which has
put those individuals into key positions and whose character
ittics are beyond the power of any small group to alter. If
tomorrow Buthelezi were to fall down a donga and kill himself,
and Phatudi choked to death on a bit of tough meat, would the
nature of the KwaZulu or the Lebowa Bantustan be any
different from what it is today?

The Bantustan 'leaders' are widely and rightly regarded as
puppets. But the tenn puppet is perhaps a bit too passive. We
can more vividly compare them to a man's dogs kept on a leash.
Such a creature can move around, bark and threaten, bite and
hurt, but ultimately, whatever delusions of grandeur it may
develop, it is a subordinate creature with no prospect of any
autonomous existence no freedom and no dignity. More
important, the Bantustan theory leaves out of account the role
of the masses in the shaping of their own destiny. It is character
istic and inevitable that the person who figures most pro
minently in Buthelezi's numerous speeches and articles is
Buthelezi himself - justifying his role, apologising, protesting.
The people hardly figure, except as passive victims who have to
be led, shown what to do by their gifted and superior leader. It
cannot be said too often that there is no force on earth except
the oppressed people of South Africa, led not by an individual
but by their liberation movement spearheaded by the African
National Congress, that can defeat the racist enemy and smash
up the whole system of white domination. Any self-styled
leader who promotes himself and fails to encourage in the
masses the sense of their own power and confidence in their
ability to win their freedom betrays the cause of freedom.
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MYTH No.3:·......... c.icI-dII ....._ ...... rNIlty...

Apinst the backFound of the realities already set out, the third
myth can be quickly disposed of. Anybody who says that he has
no choice, that he has been forced to accept the Bantustans, is
either a cowud or a villain. The people cury passes, but they do
not accept them. They live in the S<K:alIed 'homelands'. but they
do not accept them. They are compelled to use the tribal courts
in their disputes, and to deal with the tribal authorities when it
comes to licences and taxes, but they do not accept the system
or the policy.

The Bantustan 'leaders' often give voice to a sense of despair,
or (which arnounts to much the same thing) proclaim their
helplessness in the face of the lovemment's power and ruthles;s
ness. (Of coune this claim contradicts the imale which they try
to create of bein, real leaden. a force for chanle, the last Feal
hope of the African people). But they ue riaht only in so far as
once they, or anybody else. accepts the policy of sepuate
development. they ar~ helpless, because they ue acquiescing in
their subordination. But in reality no slave is forced to accep'
his slavery. Rejcctina it, he has to find the ways and means of
breakinl out of the ·system. And this is where strategy and
tactiacome in. A&ain, it is not accidental, but inherent in their
veIY role, that on all the basic strategies of the liberation struagle
the Bantustan stooFs ue on the side of the oppresson. They
reject the need to prepare for and mount armed struwe, to
isolate South Africa internationally and to stop the now of
foreip capital into the country. It is not just that certain
'leaden' happen to disaaree with these policies. They all, with
out exception, and inevitably mUlt by reason of their position
reject the strategies of liberation which our people's lona and
difficult struale has shown ue-the only way forwud.

The Transkei's independence, it can confidently be predicted,
will be an abortion. It may happen, all riabt, but no life, no pro
areas can result from it. It can only serve to inspire all patriots
and de.mocrats to unite their ranks and to strive ever huder,
whatever the Slcrifice. for the real aoal of national liberation for
the whole of South Africll and the victory of the people's demO'"
cratic revolution.
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AFRICAN UNIONS
AT THE
CROSSROADS

by David Davis

"The Secret of the Prime Minister's success in detente is
his unorthodox approach. What he h•• achieved was
achieved outside the fnmework of the United Nations.
Simillrly, the Soutb African Labour movement can mike
hudwIY on the international front outside the (rame
work of the Internalional Labour Oraanisation."

Mt Arthur Grabbe).." Genenl Secretary TUCSA,I

The emergence over the past few years of a number of African
trade unions and worker-education bodies, and the increasing
frequency with which leaders of certain of these orgauisations
are being accepted and funded by trade unions abroad, raises
new questions of tactics for anti-apartheid activists in the labour
movement. In an earlier article2 the relationship between the
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African unions and other domestic and international forces was
examined. This article is an attempt to provide an insi&ht on the
composition of the African trade union scene itself.

At the last count there were 21 African_ trade unions in
existence. Centred in either the Transvaal or in Natal, these
ranged from the 23,000 member National Union of Clothing
Workers, led by Lucy Mvubelo, to the 7G-odd-member Tobacco
Workers' Union ·of African Women. Except for four unions of
which little is known, the unions may, in terms of origin,,
working relationships or affiliation, be divided into three goups:
the Urban Training Project (UTP) gouPj the Trade Union
Advisory I. Co-Ordinating Council (TUACC) goup; and the
roCSA goup; While this classification shoUld not be taken too
rigidly, it does provide us With a framework for interpreting
broad directions of policy, particularly in the case of the TUAce
unions, where ludership and policy decisions are more co
ordinated and action more concerted than is the cue with the
other two goups. Dividing the unions on this basis we let the
foUowinJ breakdown:3

TUACCGroup
I. National Union of Textile Workers
2. Metal and Allied Worken' Union
3. Union of Clothinl.l Allied Workers
4. Chemical Workers' Industrial Union
S. Furniture.l Timber Workers' Union
6. Transport II General Workers' Union

UTPGroup
I. Enaineerinl.l Allied Workers' Union 3000
2. Black Allied WotXers' Union 2700
3. Transport-.l Allied Workers' Union 700
4. African Chemical Workers' Union 600
S. Sweet, Food .l Allied Workers' Union 400
6. Laundry I. Dry Cleaninl Workers' Association 200
7. Buildina. Construction I. Allied Workers' Union 300

790.
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TUCSA Group
I. National Union of Clothing Workers
2. African Textile Workers' Union
3. United Automobile, Rubber &: Allied Workers'

Union
~. S.A. Bank Employees' Union

18500
1000

600
ISO

20250
Others

I. African Transport Workers' Union
2. African Tobacco Workers' Union
3. Paper.l Allied Workers' Union
4. Tobacco Workers' Union of African Women

600
300
100
70

1070

The Trade Union Advisory and C<Klrdinating Council wu set up
in late 1973 to coordinate the activities of the unrepstered
unions then beinl fonned in Natal, and to liaise with Bantustan
luthorities in matters concerning African labour. Representation
on the Council is open to Bantustan officials, although none
hive so far fonnally accepted the invitation. TUACC tends to
speak for the Natal unions on all issues requiring a common
approach.

The unions themselves are all of fairly recent origin. The mus
strike wave which shook Natal in January and February 1973
concentrated into a determined effort by advanced sections of
the African proletariat. to sustain the strength of unity which
had been so clearly demonstrated earlier in the strikes. 'Ibe
General Factory Workers' Benefit Fund (GFWBF), a friendly
society providing funeral benefits to African workerl, already
had a sizeable membership when the strikes bunt out. As well
u providing funeral benefits, the Fund dealt with industrial
complaints and had attracted mass support in the textile and
metal factories in the area. A complement to the activities of
the GFWBF was provided by radical white students in the
Wqes Commission, whose newspaper Jsisebenzi carried news
on Wage Board meetinp, industrial lelislation and strike
activity.

The decision to fonn the first union came from GFWBF
members in metal factories in Pietennaritzburg. The high level
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of consciousness of the workers was the result of previous
SACTU activity, for "there was a Union covering these workers
in the late 50s and early 60s, but which disintegrated as·a
result of the banning of its leaders".4 In June, workers in
Durban formed the second branch of the Metal &. Allied
Workers' Union; August saw the formation of the National
Union of Textile Workers and the Union of Clothing and Allied
Workers, while the rest followed later in the year. The General
Factory Workers' Benefit Fund also grew apace: by July 1974
its membership stood at 18,000.5

Despite their surge in growth (in september 1975 they claimed
to represent 38,000 workers)6 the TUACC unions were soon
to be bedevilled by the central problem for a black union in
the apartheid state: sterile economism doomed to failure, or
militant working class action combining political and economic
forms of struggle. SACTU stated this option at its foundation
back in 1956; The organising of the mass of the workers for
higher wages, better conditions of life and labour is inextricably
bound up with a determined struggle for political rights and
liberation from aU oppressive laws and practices. It follows
that a mere struggle for the economic rights of the workers
without participation in the general struggle for political
emancipation would condemn the trade union movement to
uselessness and to a betrayal of the interests of the workers."7

The black working class in South Africa, as the Communist
Party has said, are doubly oppressed - as a race and as workers.
The disabilities of the African worker are not confined to the
factory or workshop. They affect the whole of his life 
because he is a subject, not a citizen. As comrade R.E. Braver
man stated in a previous article: "A distinctive feature of the
South African liberation movement is the fact that the South
African economy is based on African labour under slave
conditions: the national liberation mass movement is over
Whelmingly a movement of enslaved wage workers, plus the
peasant workers, intellectuals, students and scholars. Hence the
importance of the organisation and leadership of the African
working class. This is the crucial matter. What leadership, what
political consciousness we inculcate now will "decide the future.
We must arm the African working class with revolutionary
working class theory, raising its political and class consciousness
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to carry out the historical task of the working class of leading
the revolution in alliance with other liberatory forces in our
country."8

Orpnisational inexperience and lack of political maturity in
the leadership of the 11JACC unions resulted in their backing
down before this challenae. The unions attempted to pUl'lue a
middle road between the two options - and received the worst
of both .worlds in return. Pursuing a militant (but totally
'economistic') approach, they attracted the hostility of the
lec:u~ty police, BOSS, the Department of Labour, and the
employers themselves. Unable to negotiate with manqement
and so deliver the goods to their members (and unwilling to
explain to the workers why the 100ds could not be delivered
within present economic limits of struale), the unions found
themselves forced into the position of playing a subsidiary role
to the spontaneous action of the members themselves. At
factory after factory it was the workers themselves who took
the decision to strike, and only contacted the union when the
deed was already done. Failure on the part of the unions to
secure results for their forms of action resulted in the member

ship becoming apathetic and disillusioned with the need for a
union. Although paper membership has continued to rise, a
sizeable gap remains between this and the number of paid-up
members. Despite two and a half years of operation, the unions
have so far found only one fum - Smith .I; Nephew - prepared
to negotiate with them. Unable to negotiate wage increases, the
unions functions have devolved into the processing of industrial
complaints alone - the dead end of the economistic road.

11JCSA must as .asual share the blame for the failure of the
African unions to score in their economic demands. While
agreeing to the affiliation of African unions, the re~tered

unions in 11JCSA have continued to jealously guard their shop
floor privileges. The African unions are not interested in formal
affiliation to 11JCSA. but in practical cooperation with re~tered

unions on the shop floor. "They want assistance with orpnising
African workers, &ettinJ; acces,s to factories, and consultations
over Industrial Council Ageements."9 This TUCSA have stead
fastly refused to do, elairninl that it has no power to direet its
sffiJiatea. When the TIJACC unions issued a statement at the
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1974 TUCSA Conference calling on TUCSA to convene a
special conference to resolve the difference between African
and registered unions in the same industries and called on them
not to enter into any Industrial Council Agreement wi~out the
prior consent of the African unions, TUCSA dismissed the
proposal without consideration)O.

At Metal Box in Durban, w}lere, despite having membership
amonlSt the African workers, the Metal and AWed Workers'
Union had been denied recognition by management, the
TUCSA·affiliated SA Boilermakers' Union attempted to pull
off a coup by obtaining from management sole bargaining

rights for the African workers. When the combined agitation of
the Metal and Allied Workers' Union and the ~oloured and
Indian SA Tin Workers' Union forced management to put the
issue to the ballot, the workers gave the Boilennaken intrigue
the crushing defeat it deserved. Out of 1060 votes cast, all but
31 voted against the Boilennaken' scheme) I

If the TUACC unions must De judged to have failed so far in
the narrowness of their actions, then the Institute'for Industrial
Education wu surely doomed from the start. The institute, a
Durban based worker-education correspondence college closely
associated with the Natal unions, typifies particularly acutely
the narrowness of approach to the real issues seeking solutions.
It wu established in May 1973 under the Chancellorship of
Bantustan chief Galsha Buthelezi and has a structure heavily
loaded with academics. Apart from publishing material aimed
at worken (on industrial legislation, techniques of negotiation,
basic economics etc), the liE also publishes the SA Labour
Bulletin. A heavily academic journal, the Bulletin nevertheless
feels compelled to reassure the regime by sinking to anti-50viet
smears and fashionable references to 'Soviet imperialism'.12

The liE has recently chosen to throw itself on tbe inter
national st. as the spokesman for the African proletariat. In
November 1974 the Institute entered into an associate arrange'
ment with the British Ruskin College, against the wishes of the
Ruskin students and of SACTU. Despite public protests since
then at this link, the Institute has chosen to brave the storm
and do nothing to break the connection. In November Fozia
F"lSher, a member of the editorial board of the SA Labour
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Bulletin, visited Europe on a publicity and fund-raising tour
for the Institute. As well as meeting Church and academic
JrOUPS, her tour included meetings with West German, Dutch
md Danish unions, with the British TUe, the ICFTU and the
lLO. As a result of her visit, the rue agreed to cover the cost
of training 'shop steward trainers', and to pay the salary of an
information and research officer and the rent for a new office.

The cost came to R18,OOO.13
"This will be straightforward trade union training - no frills

and no politics" was how the ruc spokesman described the
donation,14 Other grants received were R200 from the ICFTU
and donations from War on Want as well as Dutch churches.

If the TUACC unions and the liE have shown a reluctance to
face the real issues, they have nevertheless played a far more

I militant role than their counterparts in the TransvaaL There the
Urban Training Project has played an overtly conservative role
from the beginning. Described by its head, Mr E. Tyacke. as "an
educational institution and service organisation" its central
message is to "keep politics out of the unions". On establish
ment in 1971. the UTP engaged itself in actively promoting the
srowth of government-type 'Works Committees', working within
the Bantu Labour (Settlement of Disputes) Act. It regarded the
idea of unions as too radical a step right up to mid-1973, when
opposition from workers forced it to modify its stance. Even
then its training remained "at a relatively simple level and
directed towards workshop representatives".16 The Financial
Mail commented: "In assisting workers to utilise the statutory
committee system effectively, the training groups are helping
to make Marais Viljoen's labour laws work."17 The UTP has
modified its stand on Works Committees, regarding them now
as com~lementary to, rather than a substitute for, trade
unions. 18 In practice, however, its activities continue to be
centred around the factory committee.

When the British TUC visited South Africa in 1973 it
described the UTP as "a modest and cautious organization,
working within severely practical limits." 19 This testimony to
impotence was apparently enough to warrent TUC support. In
February 1975 it was announced that the UTP was to receive
R20,800 from the TUC.20
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The Urban Training Proje<:t appears to ha~ been succcSlful
elsewhere on the international stlF. Four of its assisted unions
have international connections. The Transport and Allied

Workers' Union fonned in 1973 after a strike by bus driven
employed by PUTCO",is affiliated to the International Transport
Workers' Federation,ll The uniOM General secretary, Me john
Hoffman, propagate. the UTP line that "trade unions, to be
successful must keep out of politics. "22 Another union, the
Sweet, Food and Allied Worken' Union, fonned in February

1974 is supported by the International Union of Food and
Allied Workers' Associations. The Laundry and Dry Cloaninl
Workers' Association and the African Chemical Workers' Union
are associate members of the International ChemicalWorkers'
Federation.23

An orpnisation connected with the UTP which has gained
much attention lilraely as a result of its rhetorical activity, is
the Black Allied Workers' Union (BAWU), an offshoot of the
Black People's Convention.

In its short history, BAWU has throuahout shown two faces.

On the one hand it emphasises the truism that black trade
union organisation must assert itself as an independent force
in the context of a situation in which the official trade union
movement is dominated and controlled by white workers who,
at the moment, constitute one of the mainstays of reaction.
On the other hand, BAWU's militant.ounding appeals to Black
Consciousness are combined with a refonnist approach to the
role of black trade unions. Soon after its formation, BAWU
declared in a statement that it intends to win the respect of the
employers and the government by increasing black workers'
productivity; and it attempted to set at rest government fears
by stating that it would not wish to "hold the economy of the
country to ransom by organising illepl strikes and makin.
unreasonable demands for political reasons." 24 The same
approach emerged from an appeal for fmancial help to a Wesl
German organisation made in 1973 by D. Koka, the then
leader of BAWU, previously associated with the white Liberal
PulY, In the appeal, Koka stated that the Ford Molor
Company was already helping his organisation with donations
of transport, and went on to repeat the claim that hiS
orpnisation "is still quite healthy - even from the government
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point of view" which tolerates the orpnisation because
.. we do our own thin, - and do not confront the lovern
ment."2S

Fearful of attackina the JOvemment. SAWU has found
other tuaets for its rhetoric. The lack of coherent political
theory in its leadership leads to it confusin. white domination
within TUCSA with white activity elsewhere in the labour
movement. In Durban, where whites were working with
African unions. SAWU last year issued punphlcts urlPnl
textile worken to PUfF the Textile Union of the whites
workin. in it. These divisive attempts within the labour
movement should be countered by all means possible and
the petty bourgeois influences responsible for them brouaht
into line or expelled, it said.

The largest African trade union by rar is the 23,000 51ron,26
National Union of Clotrona Worken, led by Lucy Mvubelo.
white supremacy's willin. dupe within the black labour move
ment. As far bade as 1959 Lucy Mvubelo &J)d her co
collaborator Sarah Chitja were instrumental, with the lCFTU,
in fonnina the Federation of Free African Trade URions
(FOFATUSA) with the aim of weakeRinl SACTU and breakina
the link between the political orpnisation of the people, the
ANC, and the African trade union movement. The ensuinl 16
years have not tauaht Lucy Mvubelo anythina. In April 1975
she joined with Arthur Grabbelaar of TUCSA and Attie
Niewoudt of the Confederation of Labour in promisina support
to the apartheid relime "in stoppina Communist infUtration
into the country's labour force."27 Lucy Mvubelo is obviously
tryinl to demonstrate her complete tNStworthinellSlto white
supremacy, and she IOCS to sickeninl lengths to do so. In
November 1974 she addressed a memorandum to the Minister
of Labour, detailina her union's "12·year~ld history of
responsible trade unions" and pleadina for official recoptition
for the union. The memorandum boasted that the union had
never been accused of instiptina strikes. "If strikes occurred,
they usually lasted up to the time when one of the union',
officials arrived on the scene."28

Lucy Mvubelo has lent hersel( willinJly to both official and
unofficial attempts at "detente". In 1973 she attended both the
ILO Conference and the annual conference of the AFL-CIO in
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Miami where she managed to Ft altered a key resolution calling
on the American labour movement to give full support to
SACTIJ as "the only trade union movement that is recopised
by the Black South Africans and the United Nations". The
resolution ultimately passed by the AFL-eIO deleted all
reference to SACTU and merely referred to support for trade

unionists "inside' and outside South Africa" who oppose
apartheid.

At a conference of thirty African. Latin American and Asian
countries oraanised by the African-American Labour Centre.
held in Wishington, she obtained recoanition. She also uraed 26
major US industrialists at a meeting in New York to continue
investing in South Africa. 29 Last year she attended a labour
seminar in Brazil. "We spent six days discussing trade union
efforts to foster undentanding and overcome hostility at home
and abroad. It was detente in the fullest sense."30 Her assistant
Sarah Chitja was away in Tel-Aviv, Israel, attendinl a three
month course for Afro-Asian trade unionists.

The importance of stooges like Lucy Mvubelo is well recog
nised by the apartheid regime. In an article on the value of
international contacts by trade unions31 the Johannesbura Star
put areat strength on the 'm~or breakthrough' expected next
March, when Lucy Mvubelo and three other trade unionists take
part in the four-yearly meeting of the International Textile,
Garment and Leather Workers' Federation in Dublin. That
meeting is to be followed by an African regional conference
designed to lead to the formation of an African reponal com
mittee of the federation. The apartheid regime is anxious to pin
representation on the committee as a staging post for further
adventures in detente and Lucy Mvubelo will be expected to
play her part.

The African unions have come to the tuming-point and
a decision must be made - whether to advance, or to lose
1J"0und and fall back. The economic sttuuJe of the worken
apin$t the employers is a trade union struuJe for better terms
in the sale of their labour power to the capitalists. But the
methods by which the capitalist class is able to extract such vasl
quantities of surplus value from the African working class is
precildy through the mechanilm and IoWI of the aptlrtheid
'tate. In no way can a genuine working class organisation there
fore attempt to isolate itself from the struuJe for political rights
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without betraying the interests of its members. In Lenin's
words: "Since there can be no talk of an independent ideology
fannulated by the working masses themselves .... the only
choice is - either bourgeois or socialist ideology. There is no
IIliddle course., ,"32·To retreat from the struggle for political
n,hts is to fall into the trap set by the Arthur Grobbelaars of the
llbour movement - people who fulfil political functions with
enry word they utter.

The central need now is for the black unions to face this
reality and to prepare themselves to meet it through united
ICtion within the black labour confederation. The attempts to
woo African unions back into the ranks of TUCSA should be
rejected, and the vacillations inside the African group by unions
lite the NUCW. should be neutralised and corrected, The Trade
Union Advisory &. Co-Ordinating Council unions have already
decided against affiliating to TUCSA and are seeking instead to
wbuild alliances or establish closer co-operation with other
unregistered unions."n As TUACC chairman Alpheus Mthethwa
asked of TUCSA last year: "How can we work together if
registered unions discriminate against blacks?"34

The Transvaal unions - the Urban Training Project group and
the NUCW - must grab the opportunities available and unite
with the TUACC unions within a single black union federation,
Only when this is done will the African labour movement be
ready for the tasks that lie ahead, one of which is to consider
how best to function under the overall umbrella of SACTU,
which remains the only internationally recognised federation
representing the South African working class of all races and
capable of realising its economic and political objectives,
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AN OPPOSITION CENSORED

Elaine Potter: Tht Press as Opposition: The Political Role of
South African Newspapers (Chatto &. Windus, £5.50).

After the Nationalist Government came to power in South
Africa in 1948, it set about systematically suppressing all
political opposition outside Parliament (by 1960 all the import
an t left-wing and African nationalist organisations had been
banned or forced underground) - and the opposition inside
Parliament soon pve up any ideas about opposing. Elaine
Potter's argument is that the vacant role of 'opposition' was in
fact filled not by a political organisation or party. but by the
Press: the white-owned. white-run, profit-oriented, largely mine
capitalised Press.

Which is absurd!
Her book's usefulness really lies not in th;s argument, but in

the detailed factual material describing the situation of the
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South African Press over the 20 years 1948- I 968. South African
newspapers are among the oldest in Africa. their history' has
been eventful. and the situation of the English-language Press
today is certainly an intriguing one .....

There are at present two Presses in South Africa. both white
(the black and progressive Press was suppressed by the early
sixties). On the one. hand are the powerful, high-circulation
English-language dailies and Sundays. nine of which are owned
by the biggest Press group in Africa. Many of these papers have
roots in the 19th century. and most of them see themselves as
heirs to the liberal British 'free' Press tradition. This means of
course that they are out to make a profit (Elaine Potter quotes
several spokesmen reassuring her on this point). On the other
hand are the Afrikaans-language newspapers. most of them no
more than a generation old, all of them journals with a mission,
to encourage Afrikaner nationalism and build Afrikaner culture.
Even loyal Nationalists tend to take two newspapers, however:
the second, one of the English papers, for news.

After the Nationalists came to power, they set about bringing
the English Press into line, or at least curbing any excessive
enthusiasm for news. The Government made certain kinds of
reporting illegal - publishing one set of facts or another, or the
statements of one category of persons or ancther. 'Security'
information and anything to do with prisons. detentions,
torture. become very hot indeed. But on the whole the Govern
ment contented itself with threats of censorship rather than
direct censorship laws. A Press Commission took fourteen yean
to report, various warnings were issued on what would happen
un/ell the newspapers decided to behave 'responsibly'.

Strangely enough, the English language Press thrived. II
happily ate its cake and kept it, winning itself a reputation for
fearless defence of press freedom while at the same time
imposing exactly tbe self-censorship the government demanded.
Some editors did push their luck - Laurence Gandu's exposure
of prison conditions in the Rand Daily Mail in 1965 in defiance
of the Prisons A~t reverberated round the world, and caused real
changes in the conditions of somr. political prisoners. But as
Elaine Potter explicitly recognises, the 'Opposition' Press can
only 'oppose' within the strict limits of Government toleration
and its own self-censorship. Even its present - obviously
desirable - efforts to identify with the problems of the black
mlijority (protests against the migrant labour system or the
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practice of torturing political prisoners, news on slum housing
conditions and forced population removals) are not unconnected
with the fact that it is now only among the black population
that circulations can expand (50% of the readers of the Cape
Argus in 1968, it seems, were black).

All of which analysis of course flatly contradicts the author's
thesis that the press has taken over the role of Opposition. As
for her prediction that it will become increasingly a spokesman
for block Opposition as well as white, as its black readership
increases - you'll only swallow that if your defmition of
'opposition' is restricted to wl).at the mininJ companies and the
government will pennit. And for most of us, a definition of
opposition starts just about where that pennission ends ...

Which is not to deny that the survival of the English.language
Press is an important political fact in South Africa. Blacks don't
choose those newspapers for no reason - they read them because
they are hungry for infonnation, and news, and a picture not
only of their own country but of the world outside, and the
English papers are to some extent at least meeting the need.
Though what sort of picture they get would be another study, it
is certain that the infonnation available to everyone would be
a lot poorer without the variety and conflicting motivations of
the present English.language Press.

AMERICAN FREEDOM FIGHTER

Angela Davis, an Au.tobiography (Hutchinson, £3.95).

Her trial on charges of murder, kidnapping and conspiracy made
Anaela Yvonne Davis world-famous. At the age of 26, this
woman activist found herself at the centre of one of America's
most sianif!.cant political trials. All over the world, people
followed the dramatic story of her two months in hidins, her
arrest, the prolonaed struggles to obtain for her elementary
riahts as a prisoner and for her release on bail. And we became
involved in the trial itself and felt a deep personal joy when she
was cleared of all charses.

We must have our folk-heroines and heroes (our 'folk-people',
perhaps we should say?). And it is not a wish to idolise or set
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apart these few from the nameless ones who struggle as hard for
human rights. 11 is just that they become our symbols and
spokespeople, which does not in fact reduce the efforts of the
unknowns, but helps to elevate the struggles of all throuah the
publicised experiences of a few.

The choice is not a haphazard one. People like Angela Davis
possess qualities of leadership that propel them into the fou
front. Those qualities emerge forcefully in tltis book, which
begins with her weeks in hiding, goes back to describe her home
background, education imd development as a political activist,
and finishes with the trial and the verdict. Angela Davis states in
the preface that she did not wish to write an autobiography,
which seemed presumptuous at her age; but that when she
envisioned it as a political autobiography that emphasised 'the
people, the events and the forces in my life that propelled me to
my present commitment' then she decided to'write it. She felt
that concentration on her own personal ltistory might detract
from the movement which brought her case to the people in the
first plact-.

She should have no doubts about the book, for her story of
the black struggles in which she participated is a rivetting one.
She is aware constantly not of herself as an individual but as
part of a collective movement. This feeling of always acting in
accord with others, this awareness that alone she, Angela Davis,
is powerless, but that together with the people she can be power
ful, is carried forward even in situations where she is physically
isolated from 'contact with other people, as during her periods in
jail, when she found ways to communicate with 'the other
women in jail, and was constantly aware of their problems.
When a massive demonstration was held outside the New York
jail where she was fmt held, the chants of "Free Angeli" filled
her with excitement, but at the same time she was concerned
that an overabundance of such chants might set her apart from
the rest of the women in jail, "my sisters".

"I shouted one by one the names of all the sisters on the
floor participating in the demonstration. 'Free Vemell! Free
Helen! Free Amy! Free Joann! .... I was hoarse for the next
week."
She describes how she became a communist, and why she

feels such strong commitment to the Communist Party.
From this book we not only come to know the intelligent,

courageous and passionate freedom.fi&hter, but also the lives and
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struaIes of black American women and men, struggles which
are essentially the same as ours - for human rights, for justice,
for freedom - and with which we feel a powerful sense of
solid.ritY'

B,H,

WHITE FEMALE FOOTNOTES

Cherry Michelman: The Blllck Sash of Sourh Africa, A Case
Srudy in Liberalism (O.U,P., £6.50).

Predominantly middle-aged, middle-class - and white to a
woman - the Black Sash which, at the latest accounting, has
1200 members is a curious phenomenon. Founded in 1955, in
response to the Senate Bill, a Nationalist measure to 'pack' the
white Senate with its own supporters, it has over the succeeding
twenty years played two roles, The first has been one of protest
and propaganda; silent demonstrations, wearing the symbolic
black, mourning sash, against legislation, and the production of
material exposing the racist and cruel nature of such legislation,
The second has been in the 'advice offices' where members of
the Sash have given advice to Africans harried under such laws
as the Pass Laws. In giving this advice, members of the Sash have
become experts in the tortuous processes by which the apartheid
machine expels those who cannot fulfil a labouring function for
the white community to the deserts mythically entitled 'home
lands'. In both these areas, hard and useful work has been done
by the organisation, as this book acknowledges, perhaps a trifle
fulsomely at times: "The Athlone Advice Office ... is hardly
an attractive or appealing environment for volunteer women
who are highly privileged residents of Cape Town, which must
be one of the most beautiful cities on earth."

Here the gulf opens: the gulf between the black citizens of
South Africa who are experiencing apartheid, and these bene
volent, distressed observers. A National President of the Sash
notes that, when the Sash was founded, its "prominent" recruits
"would not have joined any organisation which involved direct
association with non-whites", And, as the author of this book
acknowledges, the exclusively white composition of the body is
the factor which has prevented its being subject to the overt
persecution suffered by non-racial organisations.
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A recent statement declares that "the Black Sash, while
welcoming black consciousness is totally opposed to all forms of
Nationalism." While we congratulate these women on the work
they have done, it must be acknowledged that they stand far
apart from the real struggle being waged in South Africa: that
strowe for national liberation which must inevitably precede
the creation of the just society which they declare to be their
objective. The Black Suh's story deserves a footnote in the
histories. Few, except specialists, are likely to be easer to read
this 200-page treatment of their role.

D.W.

Also available from
InkuluJeko Publicalions .
39 Goodge Streel
London WI.

50 Fighting Years: The South African C0f7/munist Party /92/-/97/
by A. ltrumo. Price £1.25 (US $4.00)

The Road to South African Freedom: Programme of the SACP
Price 25p. (50 cents)

Africa on the New Road by PyOlr Manchka. Price l5p. (2S cents)

/ntemlluorull Meeting ofCommunist &: Workers Parties Moscow /969.
Price £1.00 ($3.00)
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THE NATIONAL OUESTION IN SOUTH AFRICA

IWe think the following article, which was printed as a leiter
from a reader in the July, 1975, issue of Mayibuye. the monthly
organ of the African National Congress of South Africa pub.
lished in Lusaka, will be of interest to readers of The African
Communist.-Ed.l

Dear Comrades,
re: 'The National Question In South Africa'

The attainment of independence by Mozambique, right at the
doorsteps of fascist South Africa, is of great significance for the
struggle for national independence of the overwhelming black
majority in our country. We have to keep pace with events. This
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becomes obvious when one considen that the eventl in PortUIIJ
and the repercusaiona on her former coloniel have affected not
only the coune of development of eventliD the Southern tip of
the African Continent, but a.IIo our strateliea and theoriea. Th:ia
empbafltes the aaertion that the fluid situation m Southern
Africa needs swift and prompt reaction. Theory is as vital to our
moYement as the daily bread we eat. In fact, the role of theory is
mereapnl in our moyement.

It is in this spirit that I want to make lOme few remarlu in
connection with lOme idea expreaed in the popular terieI 'Our
StfUaJ.e' in M.ylbIlY~. In this CODtext,. am not 10 much worried
by the rather descriptift style and the fact that the articles tend
to be Sllqrstive rather than exhaustiYe. I am more concerned
with the contenta, especially the author's remar1u coDceminl
the 'national question' and the concept oC 'Illlf-determination'.

In the very ftnt article of this series,itl author expressed himseJr
at follows:

The Boen - who left no stone untumed to weld themselves
into a nation ... (Vol. I, No.2)

This idea is repeated in a sliIhtly different context in the second
article of the 'popular seriet'. Two quettiona immediately came
to- my mind: What makes the author think the Boen are
a 'nation'? How many 'nations' do we have in South Africa?

Before I could even attempt to answer these questions, I had
a rude shock when I read in No.6 of M.ylbIlY~:

We do not ask for 'self-determination'. That s1opn, however
prOlleaive it may sound, is counter-revolutionary in the
specific historical and social conditiona of South Africa.

The author then Ices on to jUltify his stand on the pounds
that South Africa is an "independent, telf"lOverninl state, and
not a colOny of a Car..way imperiallsm~

It b very difficult for me to accept the idea expreaed in this
article. The Cormation of the ANC in 1912 was an iDcident of
historic liJnifica.nce. The Africans were united 10 u to continue
on a bilher level the struaIes for NltloNlllibeTlltlon which they
wqed since 1652. In 1910, colonialism in South Africa was
reduced to an 'internal affair of an indepeDdent state', but this
did not alter its essence. M far II the content of our struaJe is
conceined, nothina hu cbanaed. This is due to the fact that the
situation of the black muteS in our country today does not
differ at all from their situation in, let w say, the 18th centW)'.
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nat is why, to the Africans, such dates as 1910, 1931 and 1961
ue absolutely meaningless.·

I agree with the author that 'our policy is the same as that of
iadependent African states'. I will go further, and add that t"e
Africanness of our revolution consists in the fact that our
Itruigle, like the rest of the struggles on the continent, is for an
/IIdependenr African statt. To me, the Vonter regime is far from
being an 'independent African state': It is imperialistic in form
Illd content, and is anything else but not 'African'. During this
period of 'detente' a ill Vonter or 'Lusaka Manifesto', it is
important more than ever before that we clarify our stand on
this question of the status of the South African fascist regime.
This is also emphasised by the Declaration of the ANC adopted
.t Morogoro in March 1975, which states that the Pretoria
rqime is "a product of colonial conquest, whose independence,
toYereignty and United Nations membership constitutes a viola
lion of the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United
Nations". The document goes on to call on all OAU and UN
member states to intensify their efforts towards its immediate
expulsion from the United Nations.

The question of South Africa's 'independence' and 'sover
ei&nty' is crucial in the present confrontation betweer. the forces
of progress and reaction in Africa, because the exponents of
'detente' a la Vonter use this sort of reasoning as an excuse for
'contacts' with Vonter. One of them is - not surprisingly 
Anlola's Jonas SAvimbi. In an interview with the South African
Firlancial Mail (May 9, 1975) he bellowed:

I hope the future leaden of Angola will co-operate with
South Africa ...
South Africa is an independent country. AU the African
States agree on that. I have never heard anyone talk in terms
of liberating South Africa - not even at the OAU. We are
condemning Apartheid - that is a different thing.

First of aU, let me explain my position. I fully agree with Lenin,
who, in his report of the commission on the national and
colonial question to the Second Congress of the Comintern

'1910 - Act of Union; 1931 - Statute of Westminster providing
lor Dominion Status; 1961 - promulgation of the present
Republic of South Africa.-£d.
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(1920)" defined the 'cardinal idea underlying our theses' as
follows:

It is the distinction between oppressed'and oppressor nations
Unlike the Second International and bourgeois democracy'
we emphasise thi~ distinction. •

He then g0e5 on to say:
This idea of distinction, of dividing the nations into oppreSSOr
and oppressed. JUns through the theses, not only the fillt
theses pUblished over my signature, but also those submitted
by Comrade Roy.

To me, this makes more sense than Stalin's definition.
The author of the article in the series correctly points to the

ne~ to make up our minds about the relationship between
African nationalism and the different language.culturallloups
to which South Africans of all races belong. This relationship
will be determined by the acceptance of the fact that:

history has given the Africans the mission of leading the
South African revolution; that Africans should constitute the
cenlral theme of our analysis and consideration; that their
national liberation (or their struggle for an independent
African State) is a precondition for the social and later
socialist revolution in South Africa; that after national libera
tion of the blacks, the question of class and social emancipa
tion of all South Africans, irrespective of race, will come to
the forefront more sharply than now.
These questions should be viewed in connection with the

question of 'tribes' and 'tribalism' in South Africa. The 'tribes'
in South Africa exist because they are useful to apartheid;
otherwise capitalism would have long done away with them. In
fact, the 'tribes' in South Africa are an integral element of the
system. The principle of national 'self-determination' does not
apply to them - after all: they are not a subject of international
law. But this does not mean that we should 'ignore' or 'neglect'
their existence. To me it seems on this, as on many other
questions. we will have to follow Lenin's advice, who insisted on
'consistent democracy' as the only way to solve the national
question. This is necessary to guard against 'big tribe chauvin
ism', which rears its ugly head in some sections of the non
proletarian elements from the 'big tribes', who are always eager
to 'assimilate' the 'smaller tribes'. What about 'white chauvin-
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ism'? Even here, this problem will he solved through 'consistent
democracy' with the emphasis on the development of South
Africans. This is interconnected with the question of the demo
cratic solution of the land question.

This brings me to the last point: can one honestly talk of
I 'South African nation' today? The answer is no. The South
African nation is in the process of being horn, and we, in the
ANC - in an embryonic form - represent the unborn South
African nation. The preparations for an actual execution of
armed struggle are its birth pangs. That is why I do not under
stand what Stalin meant by 'stable community' in his definition
of a nation.

It seems to me that Stalin's definition of a nation is in
adequate to explain the processes now taking place in the Afro
Asian world. Conceived in the pre·October Revolution Europe,
Stalin's definition was correct in explaining how hourgeois
nations emerged from feudalism in Europe, but needs con
cretisation in our young Afro-Asian world where nation-building
is still in its infancy, taking place during the period of transition
from capitalism to socialism on a world scale; language and
tultural heterogeneity is connected with poly-ethnic com
munities; boundaries are imposed on the people and can be
reversed at any time. Stalin's definition seems to have meaning
when applied to 'mature' nations in Europe and America, and
not in Africa, where the process of nation-huilding is still at its
elementary stage. What is our altitude towards the relationship
between nation-building and continental unity? Here again we
endorse the policy of the African states.

The situation in our country is changing very filst, and if we
are not careful we shall he caught napping. There is still time to
remedy the situation, and that is through a critical appraisal of
our work in propaganda and puhlicity. We nt:ed to have a dj~ci

plined discussion on the content, presentation, language, points
of emphasis, priorities, etc., of our propaganda and publicity.
Again, we will have to follow Lenin's advice of 1905, that is,
during the revolutionary upheavals in his country.
"Naturally, here in Gene'{a, so damnably rar away. we find il

exceedingly difficult to keep pacl,. with events. But so long as we
have to Hnger at such an accursed distance, we must try to keep
pace with events, to sum them up, to draw conclusions, to draw
from the experience of today's happenings lessons that will be
useful·tomorrow in another place, where today 'the people are
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still mute', and where in the near future, in some form or other,
a revolutionary Conflagration will break out. We must make it
the consistent job of publicists to write the history of the
present day, and to try to write it in such a way that our
chronicles will give the greatest possible help to the direct
participants in the movement and to the heroic proletarians
there, on the scene of action .- to write it in such a way as to
promote the spread of the movement, the conscious selection of
the means, ways, and methods of struggle that, with the least
expenditure of effort, will yield "the most substantial and per
manent results.1t

Yours Comradely,
MAATLA KE A RONA !!!"

DEMOCRACY AND REVOLUTION

(On August 6, 1975, an article on the above subject, written by
K. Zarodov, D. Sc. (History), was published in the Soviet news
paper Prallda. The sub-title of the article was: 'Towards the 70th
anniversary of V.I. Lenin's Two Tactics of Social-Democracy in
the Democratic Revolution'. Coming at a time when argument
was rife about the question of democracy and dictatorship in
the Portuguese revolution, Dr Zarodov's article caused wide
spread comment in the bourgeois and Communist press,
especially in Western Europe, where it was relUded in some
circles as an attempt to underline the need for the dictatorship
of the proletariat in the revolutionary process.

We reproduce an abridged version of Dr Zarodov's article as
published by the Novosti Press Agency so that our readers may
judge for themselves the relevtnce of Lenin's thinking in relation
to the contemporary scene. -Ed.!

In the summer of 1905 Russia was caught in the flames of
revolution which brought into action all classes and parties. In
keeping with decisions of the Third Conaress. of the Russian
Social-Democratic Labour Party, Bobheviks pursued the line for
the further development of the nation-wide struggle against the
autocracy and for an armed insurrection. The task of the day
was to make this line the buiding motive of all combat action of
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the proletariat and rally round it all consistently revolutionary
forces, thus defeating the conciliators' lUidelines which had
disastrous implications for the revolution. 11 was precisely this
task that V.I. Lenin had in mind when he wrote his book Two
Tactin ofSodal·D~mocracyin th~ Democratic Re'lOlution.

This work of Lenin's date5 back to 1905. But even today,
seventy yean lat~r, it reads as if its subject was events unfoldina:
before our very eyes.. The book is concerned mainly with Russia.
But Lenin's conclusions have world-wide implications. Lenin
analyted specific reYoluUonary battles, but his ideas scaled
supreme heiahts of theoretical ceneralisation. Carryina: furthcr
the ideas of Marx and Engels, Lenin elaborated the theory of thc
development of bouJleois-democntic revolution into socialist
revolution, a theory which "indicated thc only cOlTect way to
revolutionary practice", as the CPSU Central Committcc points
out in I1s resolution "On the 70th Anniversary of the 1905-1907
Revolution in Russia."

1

In his work Two Tacticl of Socilll·Democracy in the Democratic
Rellolurion Lenin stated that capitalism had entered a new
epoch in its devclopment. This idea was of fundamental
importance and was later thorou&hly elaborated in his teaching
on imperialism as thc· precursor of socialist transfonnation of
the world. Already in this book Lenin stressed that Europe
(Which at the time wu the most developed part of thc capitalist
world) had entered a period of political upheavals and revolu
tions and that the revolutionary epoch advanced new tasks.
World devclopment moved to the fore of the epoch the pro
letariat, not thc boulJCOisie. This Klea is the core of Lenin's
tcaching on rcvolutions in thc 20th century.

"Thc prolclariat", wrote V.I. Lenin, "must carry thc dem~
ClItic revolution to complction, allyinl to itself thc mass of thc
peasantry in order to crush the autocncy's resistance by force
and paralyse tbe bourgeoisie's Instability. Thc prolclariat must
accomplish the socialist revolution, allyin,to itself the mass of
the semi-proletarian elements of the population, so as to crush
the bouJleoisie's resistance by (orce and paralyse the instability
of the peasantry and the petty bourleoisie." (V.I. Lenin,
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Collected Works, Vol. 9, p. 100).
The hegemony of the proletariat in the bourgeoiJ..democntic

revolution was the underlying idea of the new Marxist analysis
of the character, motive forces and perspectives of this revolu
tion. This idea gave rise to a number of conclwions whose
cardinal importance was borne out by the entire subsequent
experience of revolutionary struggle of the Russian and inter
national working class.

Lenin showed above all that the hegemony of the proletariat
lends the revolution a truly popular character, because the work
ing class pursues the cause of the whole people, marchinl; in the
vanauard of the whole people. The fiJh,t for socialism takes such
a tum when it involves, as active participants, the broadest
masses of the people, besides the worltinJ class. In Russia this
was due to the fact that the country was the scene of two social
wan - apinst the feudal-monarchal order and against the power
of capital. In conditions of imperialism with its tendency
towards curtailment of bourgeois freedoms and towards reaction
in aU spheres, this situation of two social wan - for democracy
and for socialism - has become altogether typical. General
democIlltic demands, as was the case in Russia in 1905, mobilise
the masses, draWing ,them into the joint struggle with the pro
letariat apinst the domination of exploiters.

The battle for democracy today is the prologue to socialist
revolution. That is why it is impermissible to undemte demo
cratic forms of strugle. Lenin points out: "Whoever wants to
reach socialism by any other path than that of political demo
cracy, will inevitably arrive at conclusiol15 that are absurd and
reactionary both in the economic and the political sense."
(Ibid., p.29). This devastating judgement is also applicable to
both the Rightists who malign Communists as 'enemies of demo
cracy' and those who play into the hands of reaction by
advancing leftist slogans of 'socialism immediately'.

Lenin's further major conclusion is that between the demo
cratic and socialist stages of the revolution in the new epoch
there is no barrier, no time interval that revolutionaries should
take into account. On the contrary, the two. stages have inter
locking talks which can be tackled even simultaneously.

This makes for quicker ripening of the prerequisites for.
socialist revolution, and at the same time requires the party of
the proletariat to accurately distinguish and skilfully combine
actions dictated by the peculiarities of either stage of the
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revolutionary movement, and neither to ignore the necessary
transitional shges of struggle, nor to stop on them for too long.

One more proposition of Lenin's conception of revolution is
tbat in the hallie for democracy the working class and its party
must be constantly guided hy the striving to go "flH beyond the
uttermost limits of tht: democratic revolution" (Ibid., P.I 24),
whose development into socialist revolution will give rise to new
contradictions, the regrouping of cla.o;s forces and fresh struggh:.
In our day the Communist and Workers' Parties emphasise that
the victory of anti-monopoly democracy can he secured only
provided the struggle for it has the clear perspective of Ulti
mately achieving socialism.

The hegemony of the proletariat thus emerges in Lenin's
analysis as a factor of continuous, profound and all-round
influence of the working dass nn the development and per
spectives of the revolutionary process. It hecomes clear that in
the current conditions no truly popular revolution is possible
witbout this hegemony. It is exactly the leading role of the pro
I(tariat that opens a prospect of victory for the struggle for
democracy. It illone makes it possihle to bring into action those
special levers hy dint of whi::h transition is effected from the
general democratic ttl the highest, socialist stage of revolution.
In t1ifferent countries this trllnsition takes place in different
ways, depemling on specific conditions.

2

Lenin showed and this too was a new word in Marxism . that
an indispensahlc condnion of the victory of a democratic revo
lution is the estahlishment of a revolutionary democratic
dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry.

The class essence of such a dictatorship is determined,
according to Lenin, hy the fact that it represents the political
domination of tht: working people in a society in whose e<;ono
mic hasis capitalist relations have not yet been overcome. The
revolutionary nature of this dictatorship consists in that it
suppresses reaction's resistance hy force and ensures the realisa·
tion of the people's democratic demands. Its democratism lies in
that it cll;presses the will and the interests of the working
majority of the pt:ople and solves the task~ of the democralic
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staae of struggle to the maximum. Such a dictatorship is a direct
embodiment of the idea of genuine sovereignty of the people,
or, as Lenin said, the autocracy of the people, which provides
the main lever making possible the transition of the revolution
to a socialist stale.

Created by the masses themselves who are active at the grass.
roots level, the revolutionary democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry in its tum ensures the support 'and
leadership of the movement of these masses 'from above'. This
thoupt of Lenin, grasping the real essence of the phenomena of
social development, fully debunks the opportunist concepts still
in vosue which sugest that for the proletariat and its party the
seizure of the levers of power must be only the fi~al act, the
result of a kind of national referendum which alone, so they
maintain, can express the will of the majority.

For Lenin and Leninists reliance on popular majority was
always the first precept of revolutionary strategy and tactics,
But this majority for them is not an arithmetical, but a political
concept. They mean a revolutionary majority which obtains not
only as a result of the creation of representative, elective bodies
of power, but also in the course of direct revolutionary actions
by the popular masses, their independent political activity going
beyond the routine framework of the established 'peaceful' life
consistent with the bourgeois order. Each step in t}{e develop
ment of revolution, Lenin stressed, "rouses the masses and
attracts them with irresistible force to the side of the revolution
ary programme, as the only programme that fuDy and con·
siatentIy expresses their real and vital interests" (Collected
Works, Volume 9, p. S ).

To ensure the possjbUitY for the masses to express their class
and political will is the task of a revolutionary government. In
the context of the Russia of the summer of 1905 Lenin saw such
a government in a Provisional Revolutionary Government, the
organ of. a victorious popular uprising.

The revolutionary creativity of the masses produced such
forms of democracy as the Soviets in our country and people'S
democracy in the countries of Central and Southeast Europe.

No matter what name a government created by the people
bean and with the aid of what forms of struggle it has been
established, its task is one - not in words, but in practice, not
only by proclaiming slogans. but also by creating the conditionS
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for their realisation - to ensure through the channels of state
power the implementation of the policy of the proletariat, of
the working masses.

3

The entire path of revolution, its transition to higher stages of
development depend to a decisive degree, taught Lenin, on the
level of organisation and ideological and political maturity of
the proletariat, that is on the qualities whose embodiment its
party is.

One of the main lines of opportunism has always consisted
and continues to consist in maintaining that the party of the
proletariat should not have its own political position in the
Stneral democratic movement. The Russian Mensheviks sought
to limit the revolutionary activity of the party, exhorted it to
display 'moderation', to lead the 'cultural" unaffecting bourgeois
rule, struggle of the proletariat. Only in this way, they asserted,
would the party be able to preserve its class independence in the
bourgeois revolution and not to frighten away the bourgeoisie
itself from this revolution.

The latter-day conciliators do not even pay lip-service to the
independence of the proletarian party. They would like to
dissolve it in an ideologically amorphous organisation, in any
alliance set up according to the formula 'unity for unity's sake'.
But their logic is the same as of the Mensheviks. In their view,
the very character of the general democratic movement is such
that the party of the working class cannot go beyond the limits
of demands suiting all its participants, even the most wavering
and inconsistent of them. Hence the same exhortations to the
Communists to be 'moderate', thai is, in the plain political
language, to tag behind this movement, rather than march at its
head.

In this connection the ideas of Lenin's work Two Tactics of
Social·Democracy in the Democratic Re~olution remain most
pertinent. Lenin showed that the independence of the party of
the working class is determined by its ability to go in advance of
other social forces and lead them, by how wen it will succeed to
impress a 'proletarian stamp' on the general democratic revolu
tionary struggle of the masses. The task of the political vanguard
of the working class, pointed out Lenin, is to raise by its slogans
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the revolutionary and republican petty bourgeoisie and parti
cularly the peasantry to the level of the consistent democratism
of the proletariat.

The Communists were often accused in the past, and so they
are now, that for them political agreements with other parties as
well as the policy of class alliances are no more than a man
oeuvre of expediency. It is enough to read Two Tactics 01
Socia/-Democracy in the Democratic Revolution, and to com
pare the ideas of this book with the practical line of the
Bolsheviks in the three Russian revolutions, to become con_
vinced that as early as the start of the century Leninism both in
theory and in practice proved that it is the proletarian party,
and it alone, that is able most honestly, firmly and consistently
to wage the stmggle for the political and social goals put forward
as the platform of united democratic forces.

In the book Two Tactics of Social-Democracy in the Demo
cratic Revolution Lenin showed the factors by which the
vanguard position of the proletarian party in the democratic
movement can and must be ensured. They are above all lin
ability to give a deep appraisal of the existing situation, come up
with appropriate initiatives in the interests of the working
masses, and adopt conect tactical decisions, which, in Lenin's
words, is of enormous importance for a party wanting, in the
spirit of the consistent principles of ~arxism, to lead the prc
letariat, and not merely drag behind events. Further, they
include an ability to be the most advanced and determined
fighters for democracy and at the same time consistently to
work for the revolutionary socialist goals of the proletariat and
all working people. Finally, an ability to rebuff each and every
departure from the principled democratic a~d revolutionary line.

The revolutionary history of our times has confirmed the
viability of Lenin's line in working-class strategy and tactics. The
victorious socialist revolutions have proved the complete super
iority of this line over Menshevism, Trotskyism and other kinds
of Russian and international opportunism. The consistent
implementation of this line by Marxist-Leninist parties has
allowed the international communist movement to be turned
into the most influential political force of our epoch.
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Comrade Bram

SolonJ, brave and resolute comrade
IeIt assured that we'll fight on
So long comrade Bram. that day will come when cancerous

Apartheid will be gone.

Your existence is ended but dialectically transformed in us,
Tomorrow's struggles and hopes to be shouldered and

implemented by us.
Mur and far, multi-coloured readers fix on the buried and

obscure news,
Afew moments to adjust, in Jo'burg mourning disguised as

blues.

Ofer Robben Island. Pretoria, Dimbaza, throughout the land,
will rise liberation's dawn,
Comrade Bram, rest assured in myriad ways, Phambili,
ftl1 struggle on.
Comrade Bram. you haven't gone to indolent rust,
Your spirit like others steadies and aims Umkhonto's thrust!!

F. Doiron
Uppsala, Sweden
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Letter
to the Editor

YOUTH AID THE REVOLUTIOI

From Ben Chaba, member of MK:

The up.wins of politic,land economic anli-apartheid manifest.
lions by the African working class and by black and while
students embracing the whole country, causes deep and wide
cracks in the draconian structure of white supremacy Ind
fascism. The tempo of development of these significant events is
proof that apartheid is no lonler capable of containina the
Ifowth of social•. political Ind economic actions which come
into ,harp (:onflict with the social system.

The youth, students, i(ltcJlilentlil and scientists join the
revolutionary class and the peasantry for the political overthrow
of the fascist dictatorship and white supremacy. The clost
co-operation and solidarity of these social strati with tbe wort·
inI class on the basis of mutual interat effects I revolution ia
the IOcial attitudes of all sections of the peopte and becomes
infectious everywhere. Thus prOlpeCu for a brilht future art
laid.

It is impe~tiYe to interlace the student and youth movements
with those of peasants and the workinl class into a mass con
certed political force that will demand the overthrow of existinJ
politicaJ power and be capable of a seizure of power.

Current political events in Southern Africa h....e both advent
and positive effects OD the South African national democratic
libe~tioD front headed by. the African National Conaress
PoliticaJ manoeuvres by the South African IOvemment weltell
the O.A.U. and distract its attention from South Africa.

The main content of detente is to check the revolutionarY
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activities of Umkhonto, the military wing of the ANC, and thus
neutralise the revolutionary struuJe of our country. Detente
raises confusion within opposition parties, and also the current
_ave of reformism within the working dass unions.

But the new youth ~ovements and their intensely anti·
apartheid manifestations, and also the ever·Jlowing working
class strike movement are indications of the ripening of a revo
lutionary situation. However, education and knowledge are
necessary for the youth to identify itself with this revolutionary
fennent and the political overthrow of fascism and white
supremacy.

Education is the theoretical preparation for practice, and
practice in tum refines, reorientates and resuscitates theory and
education. Thus education and literature become ingedients of
socio-politico-economic propaganda.

Education will not dampen the political aspirations of the
main social class, nor abolish class contradictions. But it does
Jive a scientific explanation of the cause of social iniquities and
injustices and therefore it works towards their dlC$truction.
Education and class consciousness help refashion art,literattlre
iii culture - into a revolutionary weapon. This being so, the
youth and intelligentsia should give their attention to supporting
national talent, and arresting the standardisation of culture.
Co-operation of African, Indian, Coloured and white students in
the field of culture in our country would open before us bound·
less perspectives. It would mean personal contact between
people who create; it would make possible the nchaflle of
spiritual values between different races of our peopl!:, and would
thus be one in a common struule for the preservation of the
humanistic heritallC.

It is abundantly deu that these propessive ideals - ideals to
be cherished - relatina: to the real dynamic of the youth and
wucation, cannot be realised within the bounds of • racially
tom and apartheid order. We therefore make a solemn call upon
the youth of all races of our country to unite, to step up their
anti-apartheid manifestations, and to take a step further to join
in unity the van of the working class and peasantry for the
political overthrow of the existing status quo for the freedom of
man! You are the moulders of the future! Change lies in your
hands!

TIME IS MATERIAL! FREEDOM IN OUR LIFETIME!
POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
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